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The Manuscript and F. Melius Christ iansen
Part I

n unpublished manuscript by F. Melius Christian-
sen ( 1 87 1-1955) was discovered recently in the
archives of the American Choral Directors Asso-
ciation (ACDA). Titled Attitude of tlte Director

Toward the Composer: Personal Opinion, this handwritten
document (Illustration 1) augments knowledge about one
of America's best-known choral conductors and composers
by affording an intimate glimpse of Christiansen in his less

remembered
role as writer
and scholar.
D i s c o v e r y
of this pri-
mary source
d o c u m e n  t ,
some half-
century after
C h r i s  t i a n -
sen's death,
occasions an
opportunity
t o  r e f l e c t
anew upon
h i s  m a n y
c o n t r i b u  -
tions to the
chora l  a r t ,
and to situate
his thinking

within the context of some major ideas and events of his
time. According to St. Olaf College Associate Archivist Jeff
Sauve, the manuscript constitutes "a very interesting and
rare document."l
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Illustration I
First Page of Hand-written Manuscript.

An Unsolved Mystery
The manuscript was found among papers donated to

ACDA by Harold A. Decker (1914 - 2003), former professor
of choral music at the Municipal University of Wichit* and
the University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign, and ACDA
national president from 1966 to 1968.3 Decker had attached
a label to the first page of the handwritten document reading,
"Original manuscript of article written by F. Melius Chris-
tiansen about 1937."4 We have not been able to determine
for what r€ason the essay was written, when it was written,
or how it came to be with these materials. We can. however.
conjecture the following: (1) Decker acquired it while at
Oberlin Conservatory during the 1939 academic year, when
he replaced Olaf Christiansen, who was on sabbatical leave;5
(2) at one time, F. Melius Christiansen might have considered
sharing these thoughts as a speech or lecture;6 and (3) despite
the date on Decker's label, this manuscript was most likely
authored earlier than 1937.7

Compounding the mystery is a typewritten document
of the same title also found among the Decker papers. A
signature, "F. Melius
Christiansen," appears
on its first page (Illus-
tration 2). However,
both we and the ar-
chival staff at St. Olaf
Co l lege conc luded
independent ly that
this signatilre was not
Christiansen's hand-
writing. Also, while
the typewritten docu-
ment closely resem-
bles the handwritten
versiolli it evidences
rllimerous, telling in-
stances increasing the
likelihood that a sec-
retary or assistant without a thorough knowledge of music
termihology typed it.8 We tend to think that Decker or
Christiansen had the handwritten document typed, perhaps
With an eye toward publishing it, but for unknown reasons
dropped the project. Clearly, someone with musical acumen
neither conected the typed version nor compared it carefully
with the original. In any event, it is doubtful that F. Melius
Christiansen personally edited the typed version. For this
reason, we decided to work exclusively from the handwrir
ten document.

After examining the manuscript, St. Olaf Archivist,

First Page of Typed Manuscript.
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Sauve, and his staff verified it
was in Christiansen's handwriting
and that it was consistent with his
writing sfyle. Sauve assured us
that the document "is authentic
F. Melius Christiansen," offering
his best guess that it was written in
1928.e Our bibliographic search of
Christiansen's published writings
and perusal of secondarY sources
about Christiansen's life and work
revealed no essay of the same title or
exact contenllo In addition, Sauve
and his staff graciously checked the
St. Olaf College A.rchives and the
college library, and confi.rmed that
neither held a document, pubiished
or unpublished, by this title.

F. Melius Christiansen and
Arthur Laser

A book by Arthur Laser, Der mod-
erne Dirigenr [The Modem Conductor],
evidently informed the structure and
content of this manuscript at several junc-
tures.ll Leoia Nelson Bergmann, in her
biography Music Master of the Middle
West, andAlbert Rykken Johnson, in his
dissertation on the Christiansen choral
tradition, both noted the influence of
Laser's book on Christiansen's thinking
and his approach to conducting.l2 When
we compared Der moderne Dirigent
to the present manuscript, however, it
was apparent that Christiansen not only

F. Meiius Christiansen, 1927.
Photo Counesy of the St. Olaf College Archives

followed Laser's broad outline for the
first part of this essay, but also freely
paraphrased and appropriated whole
sentences from Laser's work.13

In this respect, Christiansen's behavior
tends to illusnate a primary argument
in his manuscript. A conductor, Chris-
tiansen contends, must have the right
to reproduce and even improve upon a
composer's work through the filter of
his own individuality and interpretive

prerogative. Laser's book, of course,
is not a musical composition and
unacknowiedged appropriation of
another author, particuiarly when
viewed by contemporary standards,
naturaliy raises questions. But our
interest with this manuscript is not
that issue, which, in fairness, should
not be argued in the context of a
document that (1) to the best of our
knowledge was not published, (2)
possibly was intendbd as a lecture
with some verbal acknowledgment
of Laser, and (3) was written at a
time when scholarly standards were
arguably more lax. We, therefore,
direct our focus elsewhere. For ex-
ample, why did Laser, Christiansen,
and others desire to establish an
attitude of the director toward the
composer and how did this interest
inform Christiansen's approach to
choral conducting and rehearsing?

F. Melius Christiansenis
Continuing Relevance

As conductor, composer, :and entre-
preneur, Christiansen flourished at a time
when American choral music programs,
publishing houses, and scholariy journals
were expanding in number and scope.la
He contributed to a growing music
publishing indus0ry by composing and
a:ranging choral octavos, and works for
organ, violin, piano, and band. He also
compiled and edited the St. Olaf Choir
Series, a graded and annotated collec-
tion of choral selections containing 216
works in 12 volumes.ls In addition to
such contributions, Christiansen's his-
torical relevance ]ies, to some extent, in
the impetus he added to an expanding
discipline of artistic choral pedagogy by
publishing abody of methodological and
philosophical writings. These published
writings included numerous annotated
catalogs ofgraded choral repertoire, three
choral methods books, andthirty-five es-
says, which were an examination of vari-
ous aspects of the choral art and related
his sffong personal convictions about
"the sreat mission of sons and ensembie

r r l  Ksrngmg. '"
Choral musicians continue to discuss

Christiansen's legacy in iconic if not
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mythic terrns. Yet his pubiished articles
remain infrequently cited except in oc-
casionai dissertations and theses, or
by his biographers, who have all been
associated intimarely with St. Olaf Col-
lege.rT Lack of access to Christiansen's
essays, particuiarly before the advent of
sophisticated digital search and retrieval
capabilities, may account for this cir-
cumstance because many of his articles
were published in lesser-known journals
housed by relatively few library collec-
tions. t8

Possibly another reason Christiansen's
essays remain relatively unexamined is
that choral scholars have perceived little
value in exploring them. That there is a
distinctive style of choral music-mak-
ing largely attributable to Christiansen
and the St. Olaf Choir fadition, and thar
the story of its genesis has already been

the manuscript, and its suggested broader
context in the history of ideas surround-
ing modern chorai methods.zl

Reading this Manuscript in a
History of ldeas Context

When examined in this history of
ideas context, it becomes evident that the
manuscript's conceptual structure owes
much to intellectual currents Christiansen
likely experienced firsthand during and
between his studies in Leipzig (1897-99
and i906-O7), which bracketed his ini-
tial years as a college professor.22 From
1899 to 1903, tbllowing his first Leipzig
period, Christiansen was employed at
Northwestern Conservatory, where he
taught violin, headed the string division,
and played in the fledgling Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra. In i903, St. Olaf

toid, appear to be matters of widespread
acceptance.19 However, in preparing this
manuscript for publication, it became evi-
dent that some of the ideas,and techniques
it conveys could not fully be explained by
the dominant interpretive paradigms of
existing Christiansen scholarship.

For instance, notabiy absent in Chris-
tiansen studies is any sustained effort to
examine his work and thinking withinthe
context of habits of thought and practice
transformed by the Industrial Revolu-
tion.20 This socio-cultural tuming point in
human history constituted one of the de-
fining sets of circumstances contributing
to Christiansen's life and the emergence
of modern principles of choral conduct-
ing and choral pedagogy. Because such a
frame of reference lends increased intel-
ligibiiity to many of the ideas advanced in
this manuscript, we have included anno-
tations and an introductory analysis that
situate the document within this larger
historical, pedagogical, and phiiosophical
environment. Readers may thus explore
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College hiied him part-time to head
its music department and conduct the
St. Otaf College Band. That affiliation
became fulltime in 1904. In 1907. fol-
lowing a ten-month leave during which
he again traveled to Letpzig, Christiansen
returned to St. Olaf College, remaining on
the faculty for the rest ofhis career.

The decade between 1897 and 1907,
however, holds historical implications
beyond a simple chronology of Christian-
sen's early academic employment. It also
affords an intriguing vantage point from
which to observe the confluence of two
enormously important variables impact-
ing the eventuai course of Christiansen's
career-a western socio-economic
context forged by increasing industrial-
ization, and a concomitant intellectual
climate that included aesthetic concepts
still dominated by German Idealism
and nineteenth-century Romanticism.23
These forces contributed to the formation
of uniquely modern understandiags of
matters pertaining to music conductors

-



in general, and to choral pedagogy in
particuiar.

The Industrial Revolution and
Modern Habits of Thought

The Industriai Revolution in its two
major phases, 1760-1880 and i880-
I950, was "one of those rare occasions
in world history when the human spe-
cies altered its framework of existence."
As such, it constituted a "watershed in
the human experience," with "multiple
impacts" in most areas of life, inciuding
"habits of thought."z Virtually every hu-
man enterprise, including music and other
cultural activity, was subject to changes
brought about by innovative technology
and new methods of production. Indeed,
the way Christiansen began and ended
the first paragraph of this manuscript pro-
vides an epigrammatic expression of such
transformative changes: "Tradition is a
mighty power ... [The director] should

not be afraid to break that tradition."2s
Breaking traditions, whether they were

associated with orchestra conducting, the
schooling ofchildren, doing business, the
status of women, the sfyies of music used

lives of others of his generation. It abel
ted, for instance, an emerging Norwegian
middle class (to which his father, Anders,
belonged), the iamiiy's relocation to the
industrial seaport town of Larvik, the

in churches, or the organization of society
itself, was a theme increasingly sounded
throughout western society in the nine-
teenth and eariy twentieth centuries.26
Such upheaval contributed to the course
of Christiansen's life. as it influenced the

factory bands in which he and his father
played, and the bow and chin rest in use
when he fell in love with the violin at ase
nine.27 Also, such changing social conJi-
tions likely motivated the immigration
to America that he and his brother Karl

F. Melius Christiansen and the St

!:::
:: ,;:;ii

Oiaf Band, c. 1903. photo Courresy of rhe St. Olaf ConegeArchives
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pusued, and a musical entrepreneurship
at which Christiansen suicklv became
adept.28

Revolution in Musical Thought
and Practice

This revolutionary period also fa-
cilitated deveiopment of modern ways of
thinking that would inform Christiansen's
work as a musician.29 As a growing
middle class had money to spare for
music concerts and instruction, financial
support for many musicians shifted away
from private and ecclesiastical modes of
patronage. Musicians became fteelance,
commercial workers, selling their ser-
vices in a market governed by audience-
generated revenue.3o

At the same time, new technology
modified accustomed means of mak-
ing and enjoying music. Printed music
scores became more widely available as
mechanized printing and cheaper paper
decreased costs.3l For the first fime, copy- .
right legislation protected performances
of concert music as manifestations of a
composer's personal expression, now
archived in pnnted scores that contained
more information than ever before.32 As
producers of copyrighted and marketable
musicai works, composeffi were ciearly in
the driver's seat. This act of commerce fit
both with a music for music's sake philos-
ophy that focused upon the intrinsic value
and transcendent nature of self-contained
works of art,33 and with Romanticism's
almost other-woridly preoccupation with
individuality and creative genius, while
feeding a growing construct of artist as
producer and audience as consumer.34

The modern symphony orchestra,
likened by some to a "proper factory of
artificial sounds," was a consequence of
industrial innovation and its accompany-
ing ideologicai shift.ss Technologicai
improvements in instruments facilitated
more precise intonation and hence an
abiliry to field larger orchestal ensem-
bles. The ingenuity of instrument makers
also increased greatly the resources avail-
abie to composers.36

Factory practices, such as the division
of labor, lime management, mass produc-
tion of goods, and manageriai oversight
were reflected increasinslv in matters
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pertaining to symphony orchestras.37 In-
struments were regulariy placed in family
sections, with designated leaders for each
section.38 The addition of rehearsal let-
ters to music scores and the institution of
sectional or partiai rehearsais, contributed
to efficiency and productivity.3e

The growrng size of ensembles and

the increased precision expected of them
soon miiitated against intimate perfor-
mance practices, where the piayers exer-
cised primary judgments about styie and
tempo. Eventually, the needto coordinate
increasingly compiex factors piaced the
evoiution of the autonomous conductor
on a fast track.
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Evolution of the Conductor
as Maestro

When Christiansen studied in l,eipzig,
the status and roie of the modern con-
ductor were by no means settled. The
widespread practice of retaining a con-
ductor who was not at the same time a
functioning member of the ensembie was
less than sixty years old.4 The first gen-
eration of modern, stand-alone conduc-
tors consisted largely of men who were

couid or couid not do with the composer's
work wele, at the time, rather pressing
issues, as indicated by the title of Chris-
tiansen's manuscript. Felix Weingartner
(1863-1942), for example, believed that
conductors must be faithful to and iimited
by the composer's wishes as they ap-
peared in the score.a2 Others, however,
wished to argue for the conductor as
maestro. They contended that conductors
often had a better vision. both of the work

for achieving the St. Oiaf choral sound
fosters one of the few controve$ies in
Christiansen scholarship. It is an instruc-
tive debate, because it raises interesting
questions with respect to Christiansen
historiography.

For much of the first haH of his life, in-
strumental music atfacted Christiansen's
primary focus and devotion.4 Prior to
joining the St. Olaf College faculry,
Christiansen had directed sundry choirs
in the course of making ends meet. Yet in
the 1911 school year, when, at age forty,
he assumed leadership of what would
become the St. Olaf Lutheran Choir,
Christiansen's interests began to center
almost exclusively upon choral music.
All his biographers have noted this seem-
ing disconnection.4s

To date, Christiansen commenta-
tors have used two primary lenses to
explore this matter. Both focus, directly
or indirecfly, upon his Leipzig residen-
cies. Interpretations that center directly
upon Leipzig underscore Christiansen's
association with his composition profes-
sor at the Lerpzig Conservatory, Gustav
Schreck (1849-1918).  Schreck was
also cantor of the Thomasschule at the
Lutheran St. Thomaskirche in Leipzig,
where J. S. Bach (i685-1750) was once
employed. Christiansen reported that he
regularly avaiied himself of opportunities
to hear and observe Leipzig's finest musi-
cal ensembles, among them the Gewand-
haus orchestra and the Thomanerchor.a6
Narratives constructed according to this
perspective tend to read as follows:

Before coming to St. OIaf College
in 1903, Christiansen had studied
at the Leipzig Conservarory in
Germany, where he was a student
of Gustav Schreck. who was
also the cantor at the famed St.
Thomas Church where J. S. Bach
had served. There, Christiansen
encountered the choral sound of
men and boys, which many believe
he tried to emulate as he develooed
the St. Olaf Choir.aT

Appeal to this association (Bach,
Schreck, Christiansen) enables initiatiy
piausible response to questions (who,
what, when, where, why, andhow) about
Christiansen's undertakins choir work
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also composers. CarI Maria von Weber
(17 86-1826), Felix Mendelssohn (1 809
-47), Hector Beriioz (1803-69), Franz
Liszt (1811-86), and Richard Wagner
(1813-83) were among this generation,
which flourished roughly between 1820
and 1 880. The fact that they enjoyed pub-
iic adulation as composers likely facili-
tated their acceptance as conductors.al

Although often trained or influenced
by such musicai giants as Liszt andWag-
ner, members of the second generation
of stand-aione conductors, by contrast,
typically were not first-tier composers.
Whence their authority derived, the status
they should be accorded, and what they

and the performing ensemble, than did
the composer. According to ttris point of
view, conductors must be allowed to be
creative artists in their own right. Such
was the perspective advocated by Laser,
and the stance that Christiansen came to
call his own.43

The Leipzig Controversy:
A.Case Study in Christiansen ,'

Historiography
Choral technique does not fall from

the sky or occur in a vacuum. Yet curios-
ity aboutthe primary factors contributing
to Christiansen's conceDts and methods
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and, in particular, the genesis of
his chorai sound ideas and tech-
niques.

Such appeal may be in accord
with a longstanding theory of
causation in the writing of history,
that is, that things happen because
great men make them happen, and
that establishing associations or
lineages among such persons may
explain particular phenomena.as
Upon interviewing Lutheran col-
lege choral conductors in 1996,
for example, Gregory J. Aune
states, "Without exception each
agreed that ... the development
of the St. Olaf sound was primar-
iiy influenced by Christiansen's
experiences in Leipzig studying
with Gustav Schreck."ag How con-
temporary conductors would have
such knowledge is not stated. Still,
this belief reflects one prominent
interpretive framework in Chris-
liansen studies.

But primary source evidence for
that specific framework remains in
short supply. Principal suplort ap-
peaxs to come rcffospectively from
the testimony of Faul G. Schmidq
longtime member and toul man,
ager of the S,t. Olaf Lutheran
Choir, and from Christiansen's sons, Olaf
and Paul, as they recalled, a decade or
more after his death, various comments
Christiansen made.50 However, we have
not found either in this manuscript or
yet in Christiansen's published essays,
any written acknowledgement that his
ideas about choral sound stemmed from
Schreck or the Thomanerchor. Indeed,
as will shortly be evident, Christiansen's
writings expressed distaste for imitating
other conductors and a disposition to
explain his concepts of choral sound on
acousrical and aesthetic grounds.5l

Another prominent explanation also
focuses on the Leipzig years. But it does
so indirectly, that is, largely in response
to perceived errors of emphasis or inter-
pretation in the perspective just noted.
Its historiography centers primarily upon
Christiansen's Norwegian-Lutheran heri-
tage as a context for understanding his
life and work.

Christiansen's primary biographers
tend to align themselves with this per-
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F. Melius Christiansen as a young violinist.
Photo Coutesy of the St. Olaf College Archives

spective. Joseph M. Shaw, for instance,
commented with respect to the first
Leipzig period: "The impression must
be corrected that these two years with
Schreck were definitive in drawine Chris-

choral study was quite openly
snubbed."53 Dirring his first
residency at the Consewatory
( 1 897), Christiansen majored
in violin performance, later
confessing to Bergmann that
not once did he attend classes
required by the Conservatory
in "chorus dri1l."54 Johnson
desbribes this first Leipzig
period as "only distantly re-
lated to his almost exclusive
devotion to choral music
which took place later."ss

Christ iansen's second
Leipzig residency (1906)
commenced directly after he
led the St. Olaf College Band
on a tour of Norway. Accord-
ing to his course schedule,56
Christiansen engaged himself
largely with work in com-
position and orchestration.
He did, however, produce
chorale arrangements dur-
ing this latter residency,
presumably in connection
with his composition studies
undbr Schreck.5T Years later,
Augsburg Press published
some of, these arrangements
in the Lutheran ltrymnary

(1913).s8 Others found more immedi-
ate use when they were performed on a
1908 tour by a vocal octet Christiansen
organized upon his second return from
Leipzig.se

tiansen into choral work."52 Bergmann,
who interviewed Christiansen about tris
experiences at the Leipzig Conserva-
tory, noted that, "Anention was centered
almost entirely on instrumental t'aining;

Shaw proposed that the second
Letpzigresidency contributed to refining
Christiansen's interest in choral music.
But he suggested that such influence was
predominantly channeled through the

1 ?



medium of composition.6O This view-
point was supported by primary source
evidence of Christiansen's longstanding
concern with the status of vocal music in
Norwegian-American churches prior to
and after his second round of studies in
Leipzig.6l It did not, however, account
as neatly for what may have influenced
Christiansen's techniques for achieving
choral sound as he began his work with
the St. Olaf Lutheran Choir during the
1911 school year.

Of the fwo primary ienses employed
thus far by historians of Christiansen's
life and thought, that is, his Norwegian-
Lutheran heritage and his association
with Gustav Schreck, it may be that
neither is caiibrated to respond convinc-
ingly to questions about Christiansen's
choral methods. Without question, such
historiography has been and continues to
be valuable in calling attention to saiient
features of this story, But it has yet to
notice, in proverbial terms, the presence
of an elephant in the room. That larger
entity, we suggest, is a particuiar matrix
of thought and practice enabled during
the industrialization of western society.

We now sifuate and examine Chris-
tiansen's written discourse in that
distinctive context as reflected by the
conceptual structure of Axitude of the

Director Toward the Composer: Per-
sonal Opinion. By so doing, we suspect
perhaps the most credible responses
to some continuing questions about
influences on Christiansen's choral tech-
niques may yet come from his own pen.

The Conceptual Structure
of the Manuscript

Part ll

Organized into six sections, Atinde of
the Director Tbward the Composer: Per-
sonal Opinion consists of thirteen pages
containing 2,723 words. We have not un-
dertaken a thorough quantitative content
analysis of this manuscript, although such
analysis would be intriguing, and might
allow additional inferences regarding
Christiansen's attitudes and intentions.
But some prominent features can be noted
even with crrrsory observation, particu-
larly the length of the first section, which
occupies over half of the text.

The Conductor as
Reproducing Artist

Christiansen's devotion to the con-
struct of the conductor as mAesfto. an

authoritative and individual afiist, should
not be underestimated. In the context of
this manuscript, the placement of this
idea in first position, and the number of
words he gives its explication (1,429)
suggest its importance.

He proceeds here by expioring the
attitudes and practices of prominent
second-generation symphony orchestra
conductors, notably, Hans von Biilow
(1830-94) and Arthur Nikish (1855-
1922). Conspicuous by its absence is any
reference to specific choral conductors.62
Theie appears to be, among the funda-
mental presumptions of Christiansen's
argument, an impiicit belief that what
prominent orchestral conductors do can
and should inform the role, attitude, prac-
tice, and mission of the choir director.63

Christiansen then considers the nafure
of artisfy exemplified by these orchestra
,conductors, portrayed as it relates to
composed works, including such items
as tempo indications, metronome mark-
ings, and expression signs. The idea that
,music must be related to printed com-
positions permeates the motivation and
the content apparent in the manuscript.
Without it, there could be no a-rgument
that a conductor's role is "to read between
the lines" of a composition and "[feel] the
spirit of the writtenpage and,[make] ithis" own personal message."64

With language and referents flrrnty
rooted in the IndustrialAge (i.e., produc-
tion, re-production, works, organization,
and public consumption of arustic prod-
ucts), Christiansen eschews the notion
that a conductor can derive his or her
practices and techniques by imitating
some great man, .presumably including
Schreck. As he asserts in this manuscript,
"A1I imitations are fakes."65 A true con-
ductor, intimates Christiansen, is a seH-
reiiant man.

At the same time, however, Christian-
sen transitions effortlessly from speaking
in the mundane terms of production and
re-production to discussing an autono-
mous, transcendent beauty, which sets
music, with other flne arts, apart from
further aspects of human endeavor. Such
dualism was characteristic of the times
in which Christiansen lived: the Indus-
trial Revoiution encompassed the Age
of Romanficism as wel1.66 Art for art's
sake was simultaneously a function of
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F. Melius Christianse-n and the 1924 - 1925 St. Olaf Choir. pirotb courtesy of the sr. olaf collegeArchives

and an alternafive to industrial material-
ism. People increasingly were subject to
mechanical rationality, standardization,
and bureaucracy in an industrial society;
however, a celebration of individualism
reigned supreme in artistic expressions.6T
These dialectic tensions, co-existing more
or less successfully in sociery co-exist as
well in this manuscripq particularly as
Christiansen explores the role and func-
tion of a choral conductor as "reproduc-
ing artist."

That idea, framed at the iltersection
between concepts of flne arts and con-
cepts ofproduction, stood in sharp relief
to viewing the conductor merely as a
distributor of the composer's product.
British musician W. G. Mc Naught (1849
-1918), writing in 1915, implicitly sug-
gested that a choir conductor's labor was
akin to that of a truck driver:

The choir is only the Pickford
[a truck] that coilects from the
producer [ the composer]  and
distributes to the consumer fthe
audiencel. If the manufacture has
imperfections, it may be pleaded
that it is not the business of the
distr ibutor to attempt to put
things right. But he may be held
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responsible for the damages en
route.68

Christiansen, by contrast, advises the
conductor to "speak your own declaration
of independence."69 "A real conductor,"
he asserts, "shouid be able to see things
that the composer could not write."7o

say about conducting a choir, both in this
manuscript and in tris essays generally.
As artist, a conductor can pursue inspi-
ration, independence, and even a fiery
temperament. As a reproducer, however,
a conductor necessarily attends. to, meth-
ods, mechanics, and reason. ln Choir
Directors Guide, Christiansen describes

Accordingiy, "The result is that the repro-
duction ls different (sometimes better and
sometimes worse) from the original."7l
But Christiansen declares that thinking
of the conductor as a reproducing artist,
rather than a distributor, "is the right and
only reiationship."T2

This view of the choral conductor
as reproducing artist informs virrually
every aspect of what Christiansen has to

the successful choral conductor as pos-
sessing a combination of "artistic and
business methods."73

The primary purpose of all musical
ensembies, according to Christiansen, is
to render and bring to life printed musical
works under the guidance of a conductor.
This notion pervades his thinking with
respect to choral music in parish church
contexts as much as it does his approach
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to moving that music into the concert
hall. In discussing church music com-
mittees, for example, Christiansen once
wrote, "The music committee has no real
purpose in a congregatron."14 In Chris-
tiansen's view, despite some theological
considerations of his own Norwegian-
Lutheran heritage that might argue to the
contrary, only one person, the conductor
as re-producing artist, is qualified to make
decisions about seiectins music and ad-

tory to the choir rehearsal. Maximum
efficiency, says Christiansen, results from
structuring the rehearsal so that singers
begin work immediately. He scheduies
roll call and announcements about mid-
way through ttre rehearsal, and fhen he
advises a short break to renew energies.
During the rehearsal, he breaks down
each part of the production process, at-
tending first to "mechanical parts," before
building the whole. Throughout this pro-

ministering all aspects of chorai singing,
whatever,its venue,

The Choir'Rehearsal
,In this section ,of his rnanuscript,

Christiansen's conductor-centered peda-
gogy shifts to explicating how modern
business methods and organizational
principles can structure choir rehearsals
for greater productivity. Persistent focus
upoh the standardization of efficiency of
labor, of course. characterizes the Indus-
trial Age at larye. Maximum production
from efforts expended, for example, is a
theme pursued by Frederick W. Taylor
in his book The Principles of Scientific
Management, published in 1911:

Doing away with,slow working
and 'soldiering' floafing] in all its
'forms and so aranging the relations
,between employer and empioy,
that each workman will work to
his very best advantage and at
his best speed, accompanied by
the intimate cooperation with the
management and the help (which
the workman should receive) from
the management, wouid result on
the average in neariy doubling
the output of each man and each
machine.T5

Christiansen, as others of his age,
transfers such principles from the fac-

cess, Christiansen:advocates ;a,division of
iabor through the use ,of section,leaders,
sectional drills, and frequent use of the
piano.76

Good Music and Nationality
Because'Christiansen deems repetition

to be crucial in maximizing the efficiency
and productivity of the ensemble, and that
only 'ta good song will stand the ham-
mering and be worth the hard work put
on it,u77 music quality is, for him, para-
mount. Christiansen's published writings
are rife with references to good taste and
good music.78 Here, he briefly weaves
nationality into his argument with a terse
and perhaps obligatory statement that
good music is not limited by geographic
origin or nationality. Revealingly absent
in his remarks, however, is any mention
of music that does not appear in the form
of 'western,classical musical works, that
is, where the existence of music is made
manifest in the musical score and inter-
preted by the conductor.Te

Perhaps firrther illustrative of Chris-
tiansen's concem aboutmusical works as
printed scores, is his immediate rcturn to
what for him as composer and conductor
is of central import, the music pubtish-
ing industry. With a scathing appraisal of
publishing houses, Christiansen exposes
his personal biases and entrepreneurial
inciinations. Not uniike current cho-
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ral directors, Christiansen considers
music pubiishers to be culpable in the
diminished quaiity of choral music.8o
He insists that good music "must have
character" and that it "must create an
atmosphere of its own," be "objective
in style, strong and upiifting," and not
constitute "sentimental slush," advanc-
ing ttre notion that, "the kinds of music,
which make good sellers, are as a rule
not of the best type."et In this respect,
Christiansen's prescient concerns in this
manuscript, and elsewhere, suggest that
apprehension about the impact of com-
mercialism on the quality of choral com.
positions as a whole has been fermenting
for manv veats.82

lmpurities
Christiansen writes this portion of his

manuscript in a trvo-part contrapuntal
style. One theme addresses choral sound
in terms of diction, tone color, and into-
nation. Another equally important theme
considers prcperties of orchestral sound.
The simultaneous employment of these
two themes offers important clues about
the St. Olaf Choii sound under his lead-
ership, and, a revealing glimpse into the
flowering of modern choral methods,

The only instance in this manuscript
where Christiansen uses a negative state-
ment to begin a new section occurs herq93
Moreover, it is a conjunctive negative
statement: "Choirs are notorchestras, and
they should not try to imitate something
else."84 What particulariy draws atten-
tion to this claim, though, is that a few
sentences later. Christiansen invites the
reader to "compare a string section with
a choir singing."ss That and other com-
parisons between choirs and orchestras
in *ris portion of the manuscript pose an
obvious question to the reader: If choirs
are not orchestras, and should not imitate
orchestras, why mention orchestras when
discussing choral sound?

Orchestras were the gold standard
for artistic ensemble sound during the
Industriai Age. In his writings, Chris-
tiansen often explained objectives and
techniques of artistic choir singing in
terms of what occurred in orchestras.
That custom was hardly unique to him.86
As eariy as 1837, Francois-Joseph Fetis'
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(1794-1871) mused, "The coloring of the
expression, and the shading, which add
so much power to the effects of music,
have been perfected with much care, for
more than thirty years, in orchestras ...

Christiansen. "Orchestra is ourelv mu-
sic."s Compared to pure tone, pure sound
existing for its own sake, choral sing-
ing with text introduces "impwities."el
Here, Christiansen echoes a sentiment

why is it not the same in our choirs and
choruses?"87 Christiansen echoed that
sentiment almost a century later: "Apro-
fessional orches8a is a joy to listen to ...
why can we not have choirs iike that?"88
Early praise accorded the St. Olaf Lu-
theran Choir under Christiansen's direc-
tion frequently compared its sound to that
of a "human symphony," commenting
Sh1efly upon the choir's "elaborate phlette
of orchestral effects."89

Concepts associated with the modern
symphony orchestra impact Christian-
sen's discussion here from two primary
directions: aesthetic and acoustical.
Both are important in understanding the
conceptual structure of this, portion of his
manuscript.

Aesthetic lmpurities
Aesthetic notions of pure music, that

is, absolute music, ormusic alone, inform
the title of this section. Accordins to

enshrined by Romantic philosophers of
music, such as Eduard Hanslick (1825-
1904), who asserted in his ffeatise, On the
Musically Beauffil:

Of what instrumental music cannot
do, it ought to never be said that
music can do it, because only
instrumental music is music pureiy
and absolutely ... one will always
have to grant the concept 'music'
does not apply strictly to a piece of
music composed to a verbal text.92

Nonetheless, having already applied
the framework of the maestro as repro-
ducing artist to choir directors, Chris-
tiansen appea$ inclined to claim at least
some measure of autonomy and status
for choral singing as well, to view it as "a
field of its own."e3 He thus suggests that,
"the beauty and power of choral singing
reside" in the expression of "thoughts in
tones." Choral music. in Christiansen's
view, is a consolidated art, "a combina-
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tion of two of the beautiful arts, poetry
and music."94

However, as Aaron Ridley has re-
cently pointed out, that stance, so wideiy
promuigated in Christiansen's time and
beyond, leaves song as a second-class
citizen in the republics of both music and
poetry. Choral singing, when approached
as an amalgam of the presumably diverse
elements of music and text, inevitably re-
iies upon conceptual standards separateiy
established by its constitutive art forms.e5
Thus, effor.ts to preserve simultaneously
the integrity of music and text, as previ-
ously constituted outside the context of
choral singrng, can be fraught with practi-
cal and conceptual difficulties.

In the concluding section of this
manuscript, for example, Christiansen
observes, "Howicateless some compos-
'ers axe in the teatment of a text," noting
careiessness as well'when foreign lan-
guage texts are translated into Engiish.
"Sometimes," he conduiles, "conductors
will have to revise the texts and change
words around in order to improve the

relation between words and music."96
That he does not advise changing the
melodies and rhythms to fit the words be-
speaks the probiem of uitimately having
to choose one ingredient over the other.
It also tends to underscore the status of
instrumental music, or music alone, as
Christiansen's yardstick of preference.

Bergmann, who sang in the St. Olaf
Lutheran Choir, noted Christiansen's
"declining interest in the text." Begin-
ning about I925,he "seemed finaily to
care little whether the text made sense or
nonsense; the words to him served merely
as convenieilt frames upon which to hang
a clothing of music."97 Margin references
to "humming" and "symphonic choir
imitation"e8 in this manuscript perhaps
point to these predilections.

Acoustical lmpurities
Text, ofcourse, also presented acousti-

cal impurities, according to Christiansen.
The act of shaping the vocal tract and oral

cavities, in the articulations of words, was
at once a primary resource and a major
stumbiing block in his view for influenc-
ing the tone coior and the intonation of
choral ensembles.99 That perspective is
expressed succincfly in the present manu-
script almost with an air of resignation:
"'When it comes to tone color, the singers
must be satisfied with the natural tone
color of each one of the vowels of the
language."loo

Christiansen, though, suggested that
impurities occasioned by choral sing-
ing could be at least partially addressed
within ensembles by attending to diction
as a means of impacting the tone and
timbre,,and by impiication, the intonation
of choirs: "The correct use of language
in singing is very important .... when the
vowels and consonants are used correctly,
many of the impurities can be elimi-
1n1sd."101 Acoustically,.as'w.as the case
aestheticaliy, his primarryinterest was not
in making ,the text:more intelligible, but
rather in renderingthe sound of 'the choir
more puxe and in tune throughproduction
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of a certain kind of tone and timbre.
Such efforts, however, did not always

please listeners. For example, Olin
Downes, in reviewing a 1927 concert by
the St. Olaf Lutheran Choir, remarked
that the sound of the ensemble's female
voices was "so impersonal in character
that it suggested the voices of boys."toz
Some voice teachers believed Christian-
sen's approach to unaccompanied choral
sound caused unnecessary and unhealthy
tension in the vocal mechanism. The
Chicago Singing Teachers Guiid, in fact,
issued a broadside, "Concerning the
Straight Tone," which many assumed
was directed primarily at Christiansen's
practices. l03

As we have suggested, some Chris-
tiansen historiography attributes his cho-
ral sound ideals, including alleged use of
the so-called straight tone, largely to his
presumed familiarity with the combined
boy-trebie and adult-male sound of the
Leipzig Thomanerchor. Scrutiny of the
structure of his arguments in this manu-_
script and in his other writings, however,
suggests that the Leipzig ensemble that
more likely contributed to Ch-ristiansen's
framework for choral sound was the
Gewandhaus Orchestra,lo4 In 1925, he
declaredunequivocally, "First of all this
thing of choral structure; [ours] is based
on orchestral fone values.and distribution

r  r . l n <or [mDre. '""
Christiansen, as other progressive mu-

sicians of his day, thought of the human
voice as a particulax kind of musical in-
strument. IJowever, Christiansen pursued
such categorizatson a step further, liken-
ing a group of human voices to a group
of musical instruments. This conceptual
maneuver occurs so innocuously and con-
sistently in the manuscript that readers
may not give it a second thought. In an
earlierpart of this document, for example,
Christiansen remarks "The choir is a dif-
ferent kind of instrument to play than an
organ."106 At first glance, his contention
appears simpiy to be that choirs are dif-
ferent from organs. But note the simul-
taneous presence of another proposition:
whatever their differences, a choir is an
instrument and an organ is an instrument.
Both can be played upon.

Note a.lso that Christiansen compares
here two groups of insffuments. A choir
and an organ are ensembles of various
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voices or sound souces. The distinctive
sounds of a pipe organ, for exampie,
stem from a configuration of carefully
selected, manufactured, and calibrated

is a machine consistiag of many parts,
all of which are equally importa6."108
Moreover, "the first step in organizing
the good ensemble group, which we will

pipes of various sizes and dimensions,
each, in effect, a separate instrument.
Played together, however, they exhibit a
wide range of frequencies and amultitude
of timbres.

The modern symphony orchestra is
also a collective instrument. Jacques
Barzun, among others, perceptively notes
the similariqes between an organ and
the nineteenth century orchestra, which
at one time vied for the title "king of
instruments." The Romantic orchesfta,
observes Barzun, is, "a band of some 100
instruments in balance, that is, distributed
in kinds in fixed ratios to ensure that any
desired volume of sound does not ob-
scure disfinct tone coiors. This grouping
constituted an instrument by itself, the
counterpart of the organ."1o?

Elsewhere, Christ iansen expl ic-
itly shared his belief that a choir is
constructed in similar fashion: "A choir

cali a choir, is careful selection of the
uoi""t."109 "To insure a smooth working
choir that wiil produce beautiful sing-
ing, the choice of voices [must receive]
expert attention."110 Among criteria for
such selection, Christiansen suggests as-
sessing individual voice timbre ol color
according to such categories as "fluty,
reedy, or mixed (light, dark or medium),"
and "vibrato."111 11tir kind of assessment
is necessary because in order to "put the
choir together," according to Christian-
seno "the voices must have nearly equal
strength and be able to coincide with
each other as to sound waves. In short,
intonation and balance are [criteria]. The
dark-toned voices may sing somewhat
louder than the light+one ones because
they blend more readily."112

In the Impurities section of this manu-
script, Christiansen recognizes that "the
colors of flutes, oboes, clarinets, bas-
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choral intonation, diction, and balance of
timbres: "I know of nothing so pure and
beautiful as the inronation in the string
section of a professional orchestra, and
choirs may do well in learning to intone

different colors caused by the different
vOwels used."ll4

With such remarks, Christiansen
simply adopts the string orchestra, rather
than the full orchestra, as his benchmark.

soons, norns, trumpets, and trombones
are much more contrasted in color than
is possibie lwith the] vowels of any
language."il3 The absence of strings
from this list of instruments is like1y
intentional. Here. Christiansen reserves
his references to strings for matters of

as beautifu-liy on the vowels"; "if one
will compare a string section with a choir
singing, one wouid at once be aware of
the many impurities in the choir caused
by the use of language"; and "in a string
orchestra there is one tone color while
in the choir there is a iumble of manv

In that light, perhaps a more precise
statement of his opening theme would
be "choirs are not full orchesffas," or,
more positively phrased "choirs should
function like the strjng section in an or-
chestra." Otherwise, there wouid be iittie
to gain by continuing to compare choirs
with strings.

An assumption evident here and
throughout his various essays is that
a choir and an instrumental ensemble
are put together in similar ways; that
is, acousticaliy a choir is functionally
comparable to an instrumental ensemble.
One achieves desired ensemble in choirs
and instrumental ensembles by attending,
similarly, to the properties and to the ef-
ficiency of individual parts.

Such reductionism, of course, aligned
well with the overall sprit of increased
efficiency, mechanization, and stan-
dardization of production methods char-
acteristic of the Industrial Age. what
is impressive about Christiansen's use
of such reasoning in this manuscript
is, first, he is obviously committed to
thinking in some logical fashion. He is
not content merely to wax poetic about
acoustical matters, as did some of his
choral-conducting contemporaries, who
compared unaccompanied choirs to string
ensembles simply on the basis of shared
spiritual and intimate qualities. lls

Second, his reasoning appea$ to in-
dicate some acquaintance, either directiy
or indirectly, with the scientific thought
of his day with respect to acoustics.1l6
An intellectual product of his time,
Christiansen demonstrated awareness
of this growing corpus of scientific
data, and a wiliingness to incorporate
that evidence, whether appropnateiy or
inappropriately, into his personal peda-
gogy and philosophical worldview.ilT He
consistently acknowledged, for instance,
the importance of "the discipline of scien-
tific knowledge and training," and com-
moniy included scientific allusions in his
pedagogical discussions.lls He appears
intent to justify his own methods on those
grounds. At the end of this manuscript,
for example, he lists "physics of sound"
as one of rwelve important topics for
choir directors.119

Christiansen. of course. recognizes
there is more to understanding and craft-
ing chorai sound than attending exclu-
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sively to its individual ingredients. In
this manuscript and elsewhere, however,
he tends to address such "putting it ail
together" matters from an arlistic rather
than a scientific standpoint. Indeed, dur-
ing the latter 1920s and 1930s when
Christiansen published most of his writ-
ten discourse, voice scientists still had
not begun to look at the conglomerate
characteristics of choral sound in any
systematic way.12o

One can hardly fauit Christiansen for
his persistence in applying the thinking of
his time, as he understood it, to matters of
the choral ensemble. This intellectual dis-
position, the fact that he was both scholar
and artist, is sometimes overlooked when
addressing his success with the St. Olaf
Lutheran Choir.

Christiansen and other choral musi-
cians in the early twentieth century
sought to transfer to choral contexts cer-
tain reductionistic assumptions. derived
in large part from the exhibited proper-
ties of groups of orchestral instruments;,
particularly string ensembles, In so doing,
however, they tended to neglect the possi-
bility that mechanized, factory-produced
instruments might function differently in
an ensemble than groupings of neurobio-
logical hurnan voices. Furthermore, while
technological advances had increased
the acoustical capacities of numerous
orchestral instruments. human voices did
not undergo simiiar changes in their basic
construction. They continued to be made
with the same parts and materials.121

Voice scientist Ingo Titze addresses
what he terms the "physiologic absur-
dity" of assuming that adult voices, in
mixed choirs singing "four.part hannony
that stretches over several octaves:'could
mimic the resources of a string ensemble.
Although pitches notated on a score may
look the same for both ensembles, and
although human voices may phonate
those pitches, variables of acoustic power
and rimbre differ considerably. Applying
acoustical scaling principles to the anato-
my and physiology of the human voices,
Titze notes that differences between
adult male and female voices are not that
large.122 For there to be any hstructive
resemblance between the ensemble sound
resources available to human voices and
those available to stringed instruments,
choristers singing soprano would need
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to be two to three year old chiidren, and
those singing bass should be giants.l23

Previous approaches of Christiansen
historiography provide partial insight
into his acoustical thinking. Those per-
spectives that underscore Christiansen's
experiences of hearing the Leipzig Thom-

picture. Thinking in terrns of pitches no-
tated on a score, for exampie, principally
when one is predisposed to consider such
scores as works of art, may tend to ob-
scure the physical, acousticai differences
between ensembles of mechanically
produced instruments and ensembles of

anerchor, for instance, perhaps intuitively
perceive that Christiansen's engineering
of the "choir machine" includes seeking
distinctive tgne qualities. Having boys
(orboy-sounding women) sing the upper
feble part, for example, at least begins
to approximate, however meagerly, the
two- to three-year old sopranos to which
Titze refers. And, of course, Christiansen
had at least one "giant" bass,in the pexsofl,
of P. G. Schmidt, longtime friend and
tour manager, who sang with the St. Olaf
Choir across some four decades, virtually
from the choir's inception until he was
seventy-seven years old.

Historiography that focuses upon
Christiansen's work as a composer,
including studies with Gustav Schreck,
likewise glimpses part of the acoustical

human voices. The latteq when spread out
in faditional four-part harmony, will lose
some acoustical power and capacity for
timbral differences, while the former will
tend to retain comparatively more of that
capacity because they are manufactured
to do so.

Still another approach to Christiansen
historiography is the one employed here.
It attends carefully to primary source
evidence supplied by what Christiansen
wrote for public dissemination. Yet,
because historical documents rarely
interpret themseives, it examines the
structures of Christiansen discourse
against a background of rich, sometimes
competing matrices of thought and
practice prevalent in the latter phase of
Western industriaiization, especially as
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well suited for looking at some choral
sound issues of continuing interest, which
Christiansen addresses in the Impurities
section of Animde of the Director Toward
the Composer: Personal Opinion.

As viewed through this conceptual
window, Christiansen's concepts of cho-
ral sound appear consistently informed,
both aesthetically and acousticaliy, by
allegiance to orchesffal principles.l24 Of
Christiansen scholars to date, Bergmann,
ever skeptical of the Shreck-Thomaner-
chor explanation, captures the crux ofthis
matter succinctly. Near the conclusion of
her biographical treatment, she shares
perceptions of having observed Chris-
tiansen work during her student years as
a singer at St. Olaf College and also, some
years later, at a 1.940 Christiansen Choir
School Says BergmaRn, "He gradually
began to think of the choir not as a group
ofvoices, but as a symphony orchestra ...
with its clarity and equaiibility of tone."

Bergmann, however, attributes this
circumstance to a gradual process in

his .advancing years, and associates it
with Christiansen's evoiving styie of
composition. But, as indicated by this
manuscript and his pubiished essays as a
whole, thinking of a choir either as a full
orchestra or in terms of orchestral strings,
and occasionally doing so almost liter-
ally, was characteristic of Christiansen
early on in his fulltime choral career.
In School of Choir Singing (1916), for
instance, he recommended very specific
distributions and positioning of choir
voices and voice sections according to
a customary orchestral practice of the
time, and addressed choral breathing
and intonation by analogies of vioiin
playing.l2s

Furthermore, as we have noted, by
1925 Christiansen already had acknowl-
edged publicly his structuring of choral
sound "based on orchestral tone values
and distribution of timbre."126 Succinct-
ly put, our analysis deviates from Berg-
mann by suggesting that Christiansen's
allegiance to orchestral principles was

present from the beginning of his career,
rather than deveioping near the end of his
career. Such allegiance ran seamlessly
throughout Christiansen's life.

The implications of this finding are
two fold. First, it contributes various nu-
ances to an intramural discussion among
Christiansen scholars about the origins
of certain aspects of his choral methods.
Specifically, ir argues that presuming a
necessary disconnection between Chris-
tiansen's career in instrumental music
and his later focus upon choral music
may lead to a misplaced debate.

Secondly, of course, it raises intrigu-
ing questions of how major concepts
embraced and bequeathed by F. Meiius
Christiansen and his contemporaries
have contributed, both positively and
negativeiy, to the subsequent course of
modern choral methods. Among those
contributions are (1) a philosophy,
grounded largely in Romantic ldealism,
that encourages choir directors to pursue
their individual artistry, engaging the
choir as a personal instrument in the re-
production of ,composed works; and (2)
a standardized method, derived from the
organization and,scientific principles of
industrializing society, that considers the'lchoir machine" primarily from a reduc-
tionistic perspective, that is, as a simple
sum of its individuat working parts.

Such reductionism, for example,
was still apparent in a well-known es-
say by Howard Swan in 1970, in which
Swan described choral sound as primar-
ily a summative event dependant upon
individual voices. In evaluating six
"schools" ofchoral sound, Swan first iso-
lated the "Tonal Elements of One Voice"
and then described "The Tonal Elements
in the Chorus," arguing that, "The tonal
elements in each single voice relate di-
rectly to these group characteristics."rr
Such ways of thinking, of course, also
inform ongoing assumptions in choral
work. For example, both before and after
Christiansen there was an assumption in
many quarters that exclusively solo audi-
tions could be valid and reliable means of
auditioning singers for membership in a
choir, whose purpose was to make choral
rather than solo sound.

That F. Melius Christiansen was both
artistic musician and scholariy thinker
is certainiy a facet of his legacy worthy
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of continuing expioration and respect.
Attttude of the Director Toward the Com-
poser: Personal Opinion, as a primary
source document, presents a unique oc-
casion to celebrate anew Christiansen's
remarkable legacy.

The Annotated Edition
of the Manuscript

Part lll
Attitude of the Director Toward the

Composer: Personal Opinion is written
in pencil on both sides of Christiansen's
stationery, whose pages are each eight
and one half inches wide by eleven inches
high. There are frequent crossed out
words, a number of misspeilings (includ-
ing the names of prominent conductors
and common musical terms), verbisubject
disagreements, awkward syntax, and
numerous interlineations and mareinalia.
However, beiause Christiansen'i other
published writings reflect editorial assis-
tance, and because it is not fair to writers
to publish their misspellings and gram-
maticai errors, we have corrected many
of these items for this publication.

To gain some understanding of the
scope and styie of Christiansen's scholar-
ship, we first compiled a bibliography of
his published writings. We then obtained
and thoroughly perused a representative,
sample of these writings, finding Chris-
tiansen's writing style to be consistent
and distinct. Following our comparison
of this manuscript to these publications,
we employed a method of extended tran-
scription that afforded us the opportunity
to address matters of clarity and readabil-
ity while remaining true to Christiansen's
distinctive narrative style. 128

In this regard, we agreed upon and
consistently followed these conventions:
( 1 ) Strjkethroughs, misspellings, obvious
syntax effors, and superfluous text are
all silently corrected; (2) Interlineations
are silently interpolated where Chris-
tiansen intended them; (3) Marginalia
and pagination, although interesting in
their original placement, are included
as content notes to avoid disrupting the
narrative flow; (4) In the few occasions
where text is added for reasons of syntax,
the insertions are set in brackets; and (5)
To faciiitate reading; paragraphs, punc-
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tuation marks, and section headings are
standardized throughout the manuscript.

here suggest that these scholarly thoughts,
written in Christiansen's own distinct and

Many of the matters Christiansen ad-
dresses in this essay remain of continu-
ing interest to chorai musicians. Such
topics include the role of the conductor,
rehearsal sffucture and techniques, choral
sound, diction, and score study. However,
while the manuscript conftibutes nuances
to Christiansen's views on these issues, it
does not depart radically from his other
writings.

The content, conceptual structure, and
in process character of Attitude af the
Director Tow ard' the C omp o s er : P er s onal
Opinion, nonetheless, provide a fascinat-
ing snapshot of Christiansen's thinking
as he articulates a rationale for artistic
choral practices. In so doing, he appears
to appropriate and paraphrase some
prominent conceptual paradigms of his
era, conveying them, as intimated in this
manuscrLpt's subtifle, F ersonal Opinion,
through the prism of his own experience,
reputation, and intellectual curiosity. We

charming style, may contribute to a richer
understanding and appreciation of this
luminary personality in American chorai
music history.

F. Melius Christiansen,
Attitude of the Director Toward the

Composer: Personal Opinion
Tradition is a mighry power. Old mu-

sic and music of the classical writers. per-
formed hundreds and thousands of times,
has gradually developed a certain way
of rendition that we call traditional. The
best thing for a modern choir director to
do is to study that tradition and follow its
methods as nearly as possible, but should
he have ideas ofhis own, he shouid not be
afraid to break that tadition. It is a well-
known fact that expert conductors such
as Hans von Biilow,l2e Arthur Nikish,13o
and Anton Seidl131 gave renditions that
were much better than the composers ever
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thought possible.
The conductor must study the written

music and the words carefirlly. The tempo
is changeabie. When tempo signs and
metonome marks are given, they only
indicate the right tempo approximately.
The conductor must have a conception of
the right tempo and arrive at it through the
consideration of the weightiness of the
theme and the size of his organization. He
finds when a tempo has been estabiished
it does not always mean that it should
remain rigid throughout the composi-
tion.132 It is essential for a conductor to
Dossess a keen sense of rhvthm. under-

of his own personai feeling. A conductor
who tries to express the composer without
expressing himself through the composer
expresses nothing.

Music must be understood intimateiy
and feit keenly by the conductor if the
reproduction is to be of any value to the
listener. The conductor must have a cor-
rect conception of the composition. He
must be abie to see the reasons for the
marks set down in the music. He should
be able to read between the lines and see
more than just the printed music and the
expression marks. The composer is not
able to write down all he feels and all he

says in Uber das Dirigieren, "The Com-
poser cannot be indifferent to how his
works are rendered in pubiic." Berlioz
and Wagner understood the impor-
tance of the reproducing artist.

The producing artist is at the mercy
of the reproducing artist. The composer
writes the cold notes down on paper and
these notes must be raised up from the
dead (so to say) by the singer, player, or
conductor. We demand that a composer
should write individualistically, that he
has something to say and that he says
it [in] his own way. Then comes the re-
producer with his individuality, which is
different from the composers, so we ask
him to reproduce the composer according
to his own feeling in the matter. What is
the result of this? The result is that the re-
production is different (sometimes better
and sometimes worse) from the original.
All things considered, this is the right and
only correct relationship. 136

In Der moderne Dirigent, by Arttrur
Laser, I find a story about how l{ans von
Biilow once perfomred a new symphony
by the English composer Charies Vil-
liers Stanford.l37 Stanford was present at
the concert and he told von Biiiow how
pleased he was about the performance.
Von Biilow did not accept the compli-
ment, but gave all credit to the composer.'When von Btilow asked the composer if
he would like to get some changes made
for the next performance, the answer was
about like this, "You surely did give the
tempi and some of the expression marks
altogether different from what I had
thought, but I am satisfied when you can
produce suchfine impressions as you.do."
When genius and true inspiration speak,
then everything is quiet. Von Biilow was
not afraid to take liberties with any com-
position, whether modern or classical.
When through inspiration, he was led to
see other lights; he often said, 'oI have a
right to exist only when I am true to my
inspirations-and [:n am not afraid to take
the, consequences for expressing them."

The taiented conductor Seidl was
farnous for his Wagner interpretations.
Seidl made Wagner's works a special
study, and worked himself so thoroughly
into the Wagnerian spirit that he could
express that spirit like it was his own
creation. Von Bdlow was not [any] less
a Wagnerian student, but his tempi were
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stand balance of phrases, and be careful
about the unity of phrases, sections,
and period constructions. But there are
certain emphases-driving crescendos
up to climaxes or bringing them again
down to norrral-that to some degree
must necessariiy (when the conductor is
musical) increase or decrease the speed
of the beats.

There may be subjective and objec-
tive music, but the reproducer can only
consider music subjectively.l33 The
reproducing artist must find life in the
music whether it is subjective or objec-
tive, whether it is old or new and this
life must interest and inspire him. This
is the reason why the conductor should
never use music that he cannot make his
own personal vehicle for the expression

sees during the process of composition.
The conductor, if he is a real conductor,
should be able to see the things that the
composer could not wrib. 134

The greatest possible praise you may
bestow upon a conductor is to say that he
has individuality-that he has personal
opinions and feelings. [His feelings] may
be like some other person's opinions and
feelings or they may be different, but that
he has them and is not afraid to make use
of them in his,conducting is the sign of a
ftue artist. An artist without individual-
ity, one who sees only the dead letter, is
only half an artist. He only sounds the
notes Iike a mechanical instrument. Areal
conductor sounds them with fire. Hefeels
the spirit of the written page and makes it
his own personal message.

A real artist must be independent. Do
not use any interpretation that you cannot
make your own. Do not be an imitator.
After a thorough education, go out into
the world, reflect for forty days and forry
nights, and then speak your own declara-
tion of independence. Aleader musthave
apersonal message to the world if he lays
claim to leadership. 13s

Beriioz writes, "The composer must
hear his works brought to the public
by middlemen who either lift them to a
higher plane or lower them beneath their
own inherent value." Richard Wasner

Going Beyond Wolds



different from Seidl's. Both interpreta-
tions were very beautiful.138

What we require of art is that it is
beautifui. The conductor should be natu-
ral and not a hypocrite. He must be honest
and true in reiation to the art, to the choir,
and to the public. A conductor cannot lay
a yard to his growth by imitating some
great man, nor can he improve himself by
putting on mannerisms and hypocritical
actions. What is required is that he has
talent and that [his] talent must develop
within iri*.13e

The outward motions must be caused
by promptings from the spirit, if they are
to be natural and not awkwardl4 You
cannot fool the public with mannerisms
[for] very long. They understand quickly
whether your motions are prompted by
your own feeiings or not. The true artist
is genuine in all his works and [in] all
his ways.

There is a tendency in many men choir
leaders to become feminine and sissified,
probably caused by too much association
with women.lal There are also many
women choir leaders who think that to
be leaders they must act like men. This
is all wrong. Be yourself! And be true ro
the best there is in you. And, by all means
be natural.la2

The weakest side of any organiza.
tion will always be the leader, because
the responsibility of a choir's success
or failure rests on the shoulders of the
leader.la3 IIe is responsible not only for
its artistic success, but he must make a go
of it as an institution. The choir is a dif-
ferent kind of instrument to play than an
organ. Here, he has living beings to deal
with and [he] must know how to handle
human nature. Many choir leaders (I am
sure) often wished they were singers or
instrumentalists rather than choir leaders.
It takes very fine tact and self-control to
be a good choir leader. ff I should lay
out a course for choir leaders, I think I
shouid have them do some kind of very
mean and trying workin order to develop
self-conffol and patience.

The Choir Rehearsal
The choir should be organized and

have a fuI1 compliment of officers. Re-
sponsibiliry should be given to as many
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as possible. The choir may even grow
into a semi-social organization, but the
rehearsals should be devoted to the work
of learning and should not be mixed up
with anything eise. The conductor comes
to the rehearsal well prepared. [He]
knows what is to be done, and what is to
be accomplished. He works with energy
and speed and keeps everybody busy with
the work at hand.

The methods of canying on arehearsal
so much depend on the size and the abili-
ties of the members of thh organization,
but the general ruie is to sing together
as much as possible. Work mostly on
difficult places and have singie voice
parts sing alone oniy as you find them
singing wrong.la Do not talk much, but
whatever you say, let it be said distinctly
and to the point. Use the piano. even in
unaccompanied songs, until everyone
knows their part.ias Do not talk about
expression before everyone can sing their
particular voice part well. First, master
aJl mech.anical p?rts before you begin to
develop good intonation, purify and bal-
ance of tone, and expression in general.
Every number has given stages of de-
velopment (1) The learning of parrs; (2)
dynamics; (3) balance and intonation; and
(4) text enunciation.

It would be well if each of the four
parts could have a leader who would be
responsibie for the learning of the parts,
especially when the choir consists mostly
of poor readers. Each voice part could,
in that case, have separate rehearsals
with their leader once a week. Do not

work on the same song too long. Variety
is the spice of life. After hard work for
forry-five minutes. have roll call and faj
business meeting before continui:rg the
rehearsal for tlurty minutes more on some
other song. 146

Analysis
1. In preparing an anthem for a rehearsal,

the conductormust go through each
voice part and mark the breathing
places. In homophonic sfyle, where
ali parts sing the same words to-
getheq the whole choirmustbreathe
together. In contrapuntal style, each
voice part wiil breathe together. In
legato style, the singers must steal
breath whenever they see that their
side partner is not doing so.

2. The next step is to study the words
as they are applied to the music.
It is deplorable how careless some
composers are in the ffeatrnent of a
text. The ffanslators of foreign texts
into English are still more careless.
Sometimes conductors will have to
revise the texts and change words
around in order to improve the rela-
tion between words and music.

3. In the analysis of an anthem, it will
be well to mark starting points and
the most difficuit portions. It will
be found to save much time in the
rehearsal if these marks are made in
the conductor's copv.
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4. The next step is to note the given
expression marks, to add more [ex-
pression marks] when it is found to
be necessary, and to mark words that
are apt to be mispronounced.laT

Good Music
It is self-evident that repetition, and

more repetition, is necessary to make
the voices amalgamate and intone weli. I
have found that many piaces that sounded
muddy were cleared up gradually by
repetition. It is also self evident that a
conductor will hesitate to put as much
work as is necessary into songs that are
rnferior in content. The fact is that poor
songs cannot stand all the hammering and
repetition in the rehearsals. The conduc-
tor and singers $ow tted of them before
they are ever sung in public.

A good song will stand the hammer-
ing and be worth the hard work put on it.
What then is a good song?

1. It must have character; it must create
an atmosphere of its own.

2. The best anthems are objective in style,
strong and upiifting.

3. Sentimental slush should be avoided.
There may be healthy sentiment.
Sentimental songs are bad only
when there is too much sentiment
coupled with a commonpiace melo-
dy and the subject is self-pity.1a8

:(contihued trom page

Nationality
Where do you find good music?

Among the Germans, Scandinavians,
French, Engiish, Irish, Spanish, [or] the
American composers? No, nationaiity has
nothing to do with it. we find good and
poor anthems among all of them. Music
is international, and we must be broad
enough to ignore national boundaries
when it comes to the important work
of finding music. The best is none too
good.

The business of publishing houses
is, as a ruie, to make money, and the
business of some unscrupulous compos-
ers, too, is to write such songs that will
[se11].1ae The kinds of music that make
good seliers are as a rule not of the best
type. All publishing houses will be more
or less guilty here, but there are some of
them who make it their sole business tri
print only trash and they are very success-
ful in business. From all the carloads of
printed material the conductor will have
to choose according to his own personal
taste.1 so

lmpurit ies
Choirs are not orchestras, and they

should not try to imitate something eise.
AII imirations are fakes and there is no
imrtation so plainly foolish as when a
choir tries to imitate an orchestra. I know
of nothing so pure and beautiful as the in-
tonation in the string section of a profes-
sional orchestra, and choirs may do well
in learning to intone as beautifully on the
vowels, but when it comes to tone color.

the singers must be satisfied with the nat-
ural tone coior of each one of the vowels
of the language. 151 Sometimes - not very
often-humming may be used.

Singing is a combination of two of the
beautifui arts, poetry and music.152 Or-
chestra is pureiy music and the colors of
flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns,
trumpets, and trombones are much more
contrasted in coior than is possible fwith
thel voweis of any language. The beauty
and power of singing must always lie in
the concrete thoughts of the texts and the
expression of these thoughts in tones.
This is a field [of] its own. The field of
the orchestra will aiways be tone and
tone coior.

The correct use of language in sing-
ing is very imporlant. There could be no
singing without language, but if one will
compare a string section with a choir
singing, one wouid at once be aware of
the many impurities in the choir caused
by the use of ianguage.ls3 In a string
orchestra there is one tone color while
in the choir there is a jumble of many
different colors caused by the different
vowels used and there is the hissing and
spining of the consonants besides. Still,
when the vowels and consonants are used
correctly, many of the impunties can be
eiiminated. The vowels will not be so
bad if they are enunciated correctiy with
the correct focus of tone, but when they
come double, the trouble starts. The lan-
guage of the singer is somewhat modified
from the language of the speaker-the
vowels because ofthe tone focus, and the
consonants because of some of the less
beautiful sounds. It would be well if all
the choir conductors would study diction
and voice culture, discuss [these subjects]
with voice reachers, and read as much as
possible about them. The subject of pro-
gram making is also very important.lsa

Conclusion:
AnotherApproach

to Christiansen Studies
F. Melius Christiansen's life (1871

-1955) spanned a remarkable rime in
human history. Born in Norway when
Uiysses S. Grant was still President of
the United States, he joined a wave of Eu-
ropean emigration to this country, iiving
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here until well into the first presidential
term of Dwight D. Eisenhower. From the
mass production of bicycles to the dawn
of the space age, from the invention of
dynamite to the hydrogen bomb, and
from the introduction of the teiephone to
the discovery of DNA, he wibressed vast
changes in western society brought about
by new technologies and new forms of
organization. Christiansen, in short, was
present as the modern world emerged
from adolescence into adulthood.

He achieved fame and contributed
greatly to the subsequent course ofchoral
methods as a discipline by furthering its
alignment with this enormous "organi-
zationaL revolution of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century."15s In this
enterprise, Christiansen's impact upon
American choral music was not unlike
the influence exerted by another mem-
ber ofhis generation, Henry Ford (1863
-1947). Though different as night from
day in background, upbringing, and ca-
reer paths, both men contributed to the
ransformation of their rcspective under-
takings through shared habits ofthought
and practice prevalent in the laner period
of the Industrial Revolution.

Christiansen began his tenure at St.
Olaf College in the same year (1903)
that Henry Ford Iaunched the Ford Motor
Company. As Ford and other industrial-
ists reshaped and rationalized the work
process, so Christiansen, along with a
few others of his generation, reshaped
how American choral teacher/conductors
went about their business by breaking
down and then reorganizing the compo-
nent parts of choir procedures in virtually
every area, from selection ofliterature, to
auditions, rehearsals, and performance.

Subtle word play in the title of Chris-
tiansen's School of Choir Singing, pub-
lished in 1916, underscored this new way
of thinking about mixed choir singing.
Singing manuals published in this coun-
try atthe time remainediargely faithful in
style and content to a modei established
by the eighteenth- and nineteenth century
"Singing School" traditions. They rypi-
cally began with some treatrnent of music
literacy, occasionally with brief mention
of the fundamentals of voice production.
The bulk of their content was then de-
voted to various tunes and compositions
for singing.
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Christiansen's manual adhered to a
similar format. Its firut section dealt with
music notation and the fundamentals of
music theory while its lastpart contained
143 exercises for "note-reading and tone-
hitting." A short, six-page explication
inserted between those sections, however,
put forth principles of conglomerate cho-
ral sound not previously emphasized by
singing manuals published in America.
Titled, "The Voice," it dealt.with, among
other things, necessity of blend,and,how
to achieve it with reference'to the physics
of sound, a choir seating plan, and sug-
gestions regarding choir size for various

and remained rmmersed in, the concep-
tual paradigms of nineteenth-century
insffumentai music.

From a history of ideas perspective,
what distinguished Christiansen from
other leading choral pedagogues of his
generation was an uncommonly inquisi-
tive disposition, coupled with consider-
able skili at promoting and marketing
his brand of choral music and choral
methods. Such faits enabledhim to.apply
leading scientific, aesthetic, and organiza-
tional concepts of the times to matters of
choral pedagogy, and to further the cause
of artistic choral singing through publish-

types of compositions -all promised to
"ensure the largest measure of success."
This material was both understated and
path breaking. Its inclusion signaled in
the American context a shift of perspec-
tive, from the Singing School to a School
of Choir Singing, from the traditional
to the modern, and from choral singing
as a primary social, ecclesiastical, or
educational enterprise to choral singing
as a fine art.

Basic principles addressed by Chris-
liansen in those six pages, upon which
he and others of his generation continued
to elaborate, have since become a part of
how we think as modern choral conduc-
tors. Arguably, they articulated a basic
conceptual framework that has continued
to inform generations of American chorai
methods books.

Prior to Christiansen and his contem-
poraries, nineteenth century orchestral
conductors had employed habits of
thought and practice that would figure
significantly in the formulation of these
methods. Conceptual constructs em-
ployed in much of this manuscript appear
to suggest that many of Christiansen's
patterns of thinking were prcmpted by,

ing enterprises, choir tours, and sunmer
choir schools.

That Christiansen conducted the St
Olaf Lutheran Choir,leading it to national
and internationai prominence, tends to
be a cornerstone of his ongoing legacy.
Numerous interpretations of his life and
thought begin with that foundation, then
look back by focusing upon either his
Norwegian-Lutheran roots or his associa-
tion with Gustav Schreck to explain vari-
ous aspects of Christiansen's success.

But if one starts where his musical
life began to blossom, as a young boy
in industrializing Norway who wished
to play the vioiin, and if one considers
habits of thought engendered by the
Industrial Revolution, in particular the
bi-directional relationship between that
period of upheaval in human thinking and
Romantic ph-ilosophies and practices of
music, then perhaps a richer, even more
interesting portrait of both Christiansen
and his contributions begins to emerge.
Such historiography, employed not as a
replacement of, but rather in conjunction
with more accustomed perspectives,' can
aid appreciation and understanding of
F. Melius Christiansen. More broadly, it
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can also assist current choral music nro-
fessionals to think more purposely about
the past, and hence the future of their
discipiine and its methods.

NOTES

1 Personal communication, April 6, 2005, Jeff
Sauve, St. Olaf College, Northfield, MN,
to Marvin Latimer, University of Kansas,
Lawrence, KS.

2 The M,rnicipal University of Wichita changed
to Wichita State University. its current
name, in 1963. Gienn W. Miller and
Jirnmy M. Scaggs, Metropolitan Wichita :
Past, Present, and Future O-awrence. KS:
The Regents Press ofKansas, 1978), vii.

3 Latimer serendipitousiy discovered the
document in the ACDA Archives on
February 23, 2004 while perusing the
Harold A. Decker papers as part of his
doctoral research.

4 Decker similarly labeied other artifacts
in his papers, inciuding maiiing lists,
photographs, programs, and personal
communications.

5 Harold Decker, interview by Tom Wine, tape
recording, Wichita, Kansas, September
8 and September 29, 1,999. We cannot
rule out the possibility that Decker might
have acquired the manuscript directly
from F. Melius Christiansen. Andr6
Thomas, a student of Decker at UTUC,
recalls Decker telling him about singing
under Christiansen in the Christiansen
Choir Schools. Personal communication,
Juiy 8, 2005, Andre Thomas, Florida
State University, Tallahassee, Florida,
to James F. Daugherty, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. AIso, Decker
intimated in a speech delivered November
16, 1996, that he atrended the first three
Christiansen Choir Schools. The original
text of the speech is in the possession of
Kathy Thompson, Decker's daughter. A

- copy is in the possession ofthe aut}tors.
o Appearing in the margins or within brackets

are time markings (e.9., 12 m., 27t4
m.). During his career, Christiansen
spoke before various organizations. See,
for example, F. Melius Christiansen,
"Ensemble Singing," Music Supervisors
National Conference: Yearbook 25
(Chicago: MSNO, 1932): tTt-4. To
date, we have found no indication that
he delivered an address with this title.
Christiansen taught a course in ,,Choir
Conducting" ar St. Oiaf College. and

28

played a leading role in the Christiansen
Summer Choir Schools. This manuscript
may have been intended as a lecture in
those, or similar, contexts, but the formal
srtbtttle, Personal Opinion, along with the
character ofhis revisions, possibly suggest
a more auspicious venue. One intriguing
possibility, though we have not been
able to document it, may be the lectures
on choir conducting that Christiansen
delivered during a week's residency in
192'7 at Northwestern University. See
Leola Nelson Bergmann, Music Master
of the Midwesr, The Story of F. Melius
Christiansen and the St. OIaf Choir (New
York: Da Capo Press, 1968), 170.

7 Th" tnanu.cript was written on St. Olaf
Lutheran Choir and Choral Union
stationary, which included Christiansen's
name followed by "Mus. D." Because
Christiansen received this degree in
1921 and because the officers iisted on
the Choral Union letterhead found in the
Glasoe papers in the St. Olaf Archives
had changed after 1931, Sauve conciuded
'the stationary originated between 1921
and 1931, offering a best guess that
the manuscripr was writ ten around
1928. Personal comrnunication, Juiy
'7, 2005, Jeff Sauve, St. Oiaf College,
Northfield, Mnnesota, to Marvin Latimer,
University of Kansas, Lawrence. Kansas.
This conjecture places the date of this
manuscript within the date parameters

,that contain the bulk of Christiansen's
scholariy writing.

8 We noted such mistakes as the changing
of "legato styie," in the handwritten
document, to " iegal style" in rhe
typewritten version. A-iso. Christiansen
spells "Seidl" in the handwrit ten
document, which appears as "Seidler"
in the typed version. Revealingiy,. the
typist typed the pages of the handwritten
document out of order, placing page nine
at the end.

9 Saorr" to Latimer, July 7, 2005.
l0 F. Melius Christiansen published an essay

titied, "The Reiation of the Conductor
to the Composer," Lutheran Church
Herald 15, no. 4 (September 2,1930):
1232, 1255-6. Concemed that it might
be this document, we compared the two
and found that there are repeated themes,

. as was his custom, and a nearly word for
word description of the C. V. Stanford
anecdote contained in this manuscript
and attributed to Arthur Laser. With
these exceptions, however, these are two

distinctiy different essays.
11 Arthur Laser ildicated that the foreword of

Der moderne Dirigent (*ipzig: Breitkopf
& Hiirtel, 1904) was written in New York
in September of 1903. He also made
references to orchestra perforrnances he
attended in the United States, presumably
from 1902 to 1903. However. we have
found no indication that Laser and
Christiansen ever met. Although a
possibility exists that Christiansen became
aware of Laser's book in the United States
prior to his second residency in Leipzig,
we think it likely that Christiansen first
read the book no earlier than his second
Leipzig residency. Albert Ryftften Johnson
suggests Christiansen acquired the book
"probably during the year at Leipzig" in
"The Christiansen Choral Tradition: F.
Melius Christiansen, Oiaf C. Christiansen
and Paul J. Christiansen" (Ph.D. diss..
University oflowa, 1973), 118. Curiousiy,
we have found little information about
Laser himself. Bergmann referred to
him as 'ia relatively obscure German
musician" in Music Master, 158. in
.addition to this booh Laser translated
a book on Edvard Grieg by Henry
Theophilus Finck, published in 1905.
Henry T. Finck, Edvard Grieg, trans.
Arthur Laser (Stuttgart: C. Grtiniger,
1908).

12 B".gma* said, "His phiiosophy of directing
was derived largely from one source,

a slim German volume, Der moderne
Dirigent." Bergmann, Music Master, 1,58.
Johnson commented, "The book put into
words views [Christiansen] already held,"
and "Christiansen found reinforcement in
Laser ..." Johnson, "Christiansen Choral
Tradit ion," 118 and 265. Bergmann
and Johnson apparently had access to
Christiansen's copy of Laser's book with
passages Christiansen had underlined.
Neither expiicitly stated that Christiansen
miiht have appropriated Laser without
credit. Johnson, however, in his analysis
of Christiansen's essays on conducting
wrote, "It is quite remarkable how cioseiy
the ideas of Christiansen correspond
with those of Laser." See Johnson,
"Christiansen Choral Tradition,', 237.
Whether Bergmann and Johnson simply
elected to address t}re matter obiiouelv
remains unclear.

13 Christiansen writes, "The greatest possible
praise you may bestow upon a conductor
is to say that he has individuality.... An
artist without individualitv. one who
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sees only the dead letter, is only half
an a.rtist. He only sounds the notes like
a mechanical instrument.,' F. Melius
Christiansen, Attitude of the Director
Toward the Composer: personal Opinion,
3, Haroid A. Decker papers, American
Choral Directors Association Archives,
Oklahoma City, OK. Laser wrote, ,.Es
gibt heutzutage kein grcisseres Lob ftir
einen Kiinstler als dasjenige, dass er'Individualitat besitze! ... Ein Kiinstler
ohne Individual i tar. . . .  ein am toren
Buchsaben festklebender Kiinster, is
nur ein halber Kiinstter; er bringt nur
die von einem anderen aufgescriebenen
Noten zum Erklingen, korrekt wie ein
mechanisches Musikwerk und auch
ebenso geistlos." Laser, Der moderne
Dirigent, 7-8. Christiansen writes,,.Seidl
made Wagner's works a special study
and worked himself so thoroughly into
the Wagner spirit that he could express
that spirit like it was his own creation."
Christiansen, Attitude, 5. Laser wrote,
"Se id l  sp ie l te  Wagners  Mus ik  so
schon, weil er sie so giinzlich in sich
aufgenommen, sie so in sich verarbeitet
hatte, als ob er sie seibst geschaffen
hAfte." Laser, Der moderne Dirigent,23.
Christiansen writes, ,.Von Biilow was not
[any] less a Wagnerian student, but his
tempi were different from Seidl's. Both
interpretations were very beautiful.',
Christiansen, Attitude, 5. Laser wrote;
"Biilow, 2.8., der doch gleichfalls ein
Wagnerschiiler . .. war, nahm viele Tempi
grundverschieden von Seidl.,' Laser,
Der moderne Dirigent, 24. Christiansen
inciudes brief quotations from Berlioz
and Wagner. Laser referenced the same
quotations in the same order. Laser, Der
moderne Dirigent, 9 -10. These examples
are representative, not exhaustive.

Ia In "The Formation of A Cappella Choirs
at Northwestern University, St. Olaf
Coilege, and Westminster Choir College,,,
Jounwl of Research in Music Ed.ucation
13, no. 4 (Winter L965):221_38, Leonard
Van Camp cited a 193g survey by Wilfred
Bain (Wiifred Bain, ..The Starus and
Function ofA Cappella Choirs in Coileges
and Universities in the United States,,
[Ed. D. diss., School of Educarion, New
York Universify, 193g1) of 135 directors
of a cappella choirs in which 32 directors
named Christiansen as the one that most
influenced them towa.rd their interest in
choral singing.

1r Nick Strimple argued that Christiansen
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was responsible for the beginning of
the rwentieth century educational choral
market in the United States. Choral
Music in the Twentieth Century (portland.,
Oregon: Amadeus press, 2002), 260. T\aI
Christian was a pioneering enuepreneur
is evident by the publication of the ,Sr.
Olaf Choir.lerles (Augsburg pubiishing
House, 1919-44). Bergmann, Music
Master,213-5.

16 F. Melius Christiansen, Choir Directors
Guide (Ctncago, Illinois: Gamble Hinged
Music Company, n.d.), 3. The date of tlie
flrst printing of Choir Directors Guide
remains unclear. In ,,The Christiansen
Choral. Tradition,,, 551, Johnson lists

. no date of publication. Bergmann, in
Music Master,208, cites the publication
date as 1935 by Augsburg publishing
House. Johnson,,,Christiansen Choral
Tradition," 551-5, lists twenty_six F.
Melius Christiansen essays published
in the Lutheran Church Herald from
1929-3I (note that Johnson's citation of
"The Fuhre of Our Chorai Union," the

. Lutheran Cllurch Herald 13, 50 [Dec.
12, 19391 is erroneous. The year of
publication should read 1929).

' ' See Eugene E. Simpson, A Flls tory of St. Olaf
C ho ir (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Augsburg
Pubiishing House, 1921); Bergmann,
Music Master; and Joseph M. Sltavt, The
St. Olaf Choir: A Narrative (Northfleld,
Minnesota: St. OIaf Colleg e, L99j).18 A database search revealed fewer than twenty
Iibrarjes with hoidings that included rhe
Lutheran Church Herald. See WorldCat
[database on-line] available from <http://
newfirstsearch.ocic.org>, accessed May
5, 2005. Johnson offers a thorough
exploralion of many of the published
essays of F. Melius Christiansen. His 21'
treatment is the most comprehensive look
at the corpus of Christiansen's writings
to date. Johnson, .,Christiansen Choral
Tradition," 180-284.

19 Howard Swan referred to F. Melius
Christiansen as one of six pioneering
founders of major schools of thought that
influenced choral singing in America-
Harold Decker and JuLius Herford eds.,
Choral Conducting Symposium, Second.
Edition (Upper Saddle River, New Jersey:
Prenrice Hall, 1988), 24.

20 B"rgmann and Johnson propose teiling
Christiansen's story from this wider
perspective of westem industrialization.
Such accounts, however, primarily confine
themselves to the context of Norwegian_

Luttreran emigration. Bergmann berins
her biography with. '.The life story of
Fredrik Metjus Christiansen. in many
ways cotrrmon to hundreds of thousands
of immigrants who came to America to
reaiize the drearn they felt could not be
quickened in the land of their birth, is part
of a great American epic.', Music Master,
iii. But she then proceeds to the primary
purpose of her study: ,.I have sought here
to tell a threefold, not a singie, tale: the
story of St. Olaf College as a center of
Norwegian Lutheranism in America;
the life story of F. Melius Christiansen
as it unfoided in that setting; thqstory
of his work in music and how itlgrew
from regionai to national significance."
Ibid., iv. Johnson's study contains an
overview of Christiansen's life and some
background materiai on the history of
Norway, particularly consideration of
its religious and poiitical conflicts. He
expiicates Christiansen's ..ideology,'
(Johnson's term) by assembiing what
Christiansen wrote about a variety of
choral methods issues.,.Christ iansen
Choral Tradirion," 180-2g4. But he does
not seek to situate Christiansen,s essays
within the historical, pedagogicai, and
intellectual currents prevalent at the time
of their writing. The intention of these
observations is not to cast aspersions
upon the excellent work of Bergmann
or Johnson. Rather, such observations
acknowledge that the idea for approaching
Christiansen's thought and practice from
the context of westem industrialization
was already nascent in their studies,
and demarcate how our analyses will
both expand upon and differ from their
approaches.

A history of ideas approach, generally
speaking, explores the evolution of
various beliefs and pattems of meaning
generated and conveyed by human culture
across some span of time. In so doing, it
may seek to understand why peopie held
certain beliefs by situating and examining
particular ideas within the larger makices
of thought and practice that informed the
development or demise of those beliefs.
For various perspecfives on a history
of ideas approach, see Mark Bevtr, The
Logic of History of ldeas (Cambridge,
LrI(: Cambridge University press, 1999);
Donald R. Kelley, ed., The History of
Ideas: Canon and Variables (Rochester,
NY: University of Rochesterkess, 1990);
and Donald R. Kelley, The Descent of
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Ideas: The History of Intellectual History
(Hampshire, tJK: Ashgate, 2002).

22 Christiansen returned to Leipzig for a brief
period in the sun:uner of 7926 and during
a 1930 choir tour. Bergmann, Music
Master. 165.741.

23 Romanticism was an important movement
in the nineteenth century continuing until
about 1910. This pattern of thought was
characterized by a reaction against the
intellectual, forrnalistic, classical ffadition.
In music this period evidenced emphasis
on subjective, emotional quaiities and
greater fTeedom of form. For a discussion
of Romanticism in music see Willi Apel,
Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University
P r e s s ,  1 9 7 2 ) , 7 3 1 - 8 .  B y  " G e r m a n
Idealism ' we refer to a pattern of thinking,
particularly as explicated by Immanuel
Kant (L724-1804), which contends that
what is known is determined both bY
a priori conditions of the human mind
and the particular phenomena presented,
such that human knowledge cannot
ffanscend the categories employed in
thinking about experience. From such
bases, Kant went on to argue a logic for
aesthetic judgements of taste, centered
around "disinterested feeling" with
respect to the formal qualities of an art
object. Among subsequent philosophers
in this tradition, who both expanded upon
Kant's principies and connibuted to their
elliance with nineteenth century musical
hermeneutics, are Friedrich Scheliing
(Il'15-I854) and Arthur Schopenhauer
(1788-1860). This family of thought
provides the conceptual foundation on
which Laser, Christiansen, and others
constructed arguments about musical
works and the role of the conductor as
re-producer of those works.

24 Peter N. Stearns, The Ind.ustrial Revolution
inWorld History (Boulder, CO: Westview
Press, 1993),5-13.

25 Christians"n, Attitude, 7.
26 R"pt"s"otative studies include Elliot

W. Galkin, A History of Orchestral
Conducting: In Theory and Practice
(New York Pendragon Press, 1988); E.
G. West, Education and the Indusnial
Revolurion (New York: Harper. 1975)i
Joel Mokyr, ed., The Economics of the
Industrial Revolution (Totowa, New
Jersey: Rowman and Allenheld, 1985);
Ivy Pinchbeck, Women Workers and
the Industr ial Revolut ion (London:
George Routledge, 1930); Eric David
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Mackerness, A Social History of English
Music (London: Routiedge, L964);
and Carlo Cipola, ed., The Industrial
Revolut ion, 1700-1914 (New York:
Barnes and NobIe, 7973).'27 

Changes in the structure and manufacture
of stringed instrument bows, particulariy
those associated with the bows of
Francois Tourte (I7 47 -1833) in the 1780s,
facilitated improved clarity and volume.
Louis Spohr (1784-i859) invented the
violin chin rest in the 1820s.

28 Almost immediateiy upon his arrival in the
United States, Christiansen successfully
sought ways to support himseif as
a musician, often cobbling together
combinations of teaching lessons, playing
the organ, directing church choirs,
directing Norwegian-American singing
societies and Lutheran-affiliated choruses,
and, playing his violin. Bergmann, Music
Master, 16-68. Among Christiansen's
Iater entrepreneurial undertakings were
the marketing of his compositions and
summer choir schools, and his bold
positioning of the St. OIaf Lutheran Chojr
as a rrevenue producing organization
for St. Oiaf College. On this point. an
editorial in:the .Mew York Times, January
L9, 1922, following.the St. Olaf Lutheran
Choir's first tour to that city, observed,
"The iong tour they are making must
seriously interfere with their studies, and

.while they may earn'not a iittle money
and win much fame as singers, they are
not doing a great deal for their college as
a seat of iearning." A letter to the same
newspaper some days later took issue
with that editorial stating, "This concert
tour is not a commercial venture. If there
be any surplus, Lutheran benevolences
will benefit from their activities." New
York Times, Letters to the Editor by
J. P .E. Nickelsburg, Yonkers, New York,
January 25,1922. However, the editorial
appears to have been more accurate. in
that any "Lutheran benevolences" were
predominantly confined to the needs of
the financially strapped St. Olaf College.
James A. Keene relates that the St. OIaf
Choir tours "produced an income of
between [$12 thousand and $30 thousand]
each year," and n 1927 a music building
was erected in iarge part with funds from
the choir. James A. Keene, A History of
Music Education in the United States
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New
England, 1982),3L2. As eariy as 1908,
Christ iansen's octet gave sixty-two

summer concerts, raising some four
hundred dollars toward an organ for the
College. Bergmann, Music Master, 7!5.

29 Contextual characteristics of this emerging
modernity between 1815 and 1914,
inciuded (1) "rapid social, economic, and
technological change"; (2) "industrial,
mechanized production and the growth
of cities"; (3) "individualism as a basic
source of cultural expression, poiitical
rights, and public and private identities";
(4) "bureaucratic routinization"; and (5)
"tension between a woridview based on
reason and science, and one based on
feeling.and religion." Robin W Winks
and Joan Neuberger, Europe and the
Making oJ Modernity, 1815-19J4 (New
York: Oxford University Press,2005), 1.

30 F-or discussions of the impact of the
Industrial Revolution on musicians, see
Henry Raynor, Music and Society Since
1815 (New York: Schocken Books,
1976); Ilenry Cunningham, Leisure in
the Industr.ial Revolution, 1780-1880
(London: Croom ttrelm, 1980); Jacques
,Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence: 500
Years of Western Cultural Life, 1500 to
,the ,'Present (New York: Harper Collins
Publishers, 2000); Lewis Mumford,
Technics and .Ciuilization (New York:
Harcourt Brace and Co., 1934); Alvin
Toffler, The Third Wave (New York:
Bantam Books, 1980); and Winks and

- Neuberger,Making of Modernity.
3i Ibid., 244; A. Hyatt King, Four Hundred

Years of Music PrintinS (London: The
Trustees of the British Museum, 1968);
and Kate van Orden. ed.. Music and the
Cultures of Print (New York: Garland
Pubiishing, 2000).

32 The Prussian Copyright Act of 183? was first
enacted in 1838. Friedemann Kawohl
and Martin Kretschmer. "Abstraction and
Registration: Conceptual Innovations and
Supply Effects in Prussian and British
copyr igh t  (1820-50) , "  In te l lec tua l
Property Quarterly 2 (2003): 209-28;
and Martin Kretschmer. "The Faiiure
o f  P , roper ty  Ru les  in  Co l lec t i ve
Administration: Rethinking Copyright
Societies as Regulatory Instruments,"
European Intellectual Property Review 3

. ( 2 0 0 2 \ : 1 2 6 - 7 .
33 The solidification of a "music for music's

sake" concept during the nineteenth
century fomented a philosophical alLiance
between music and other art forms,
most notabiy sculpture and painting.
"Because the productive or mechanical
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arts emphasized the physicai s1d:prqduct:
of the activity the concrete object made,
one finds numerous references in the
literature to works of artl. The works
were the products.. . .  Circumstances
gradually changed so that music came to
be regarded as an art that resulted fTom
ttre activity of composition." Lydia Goehr,
The Imaginary Mw eum of Musical Worlcs,
An Essay in the Philosophy of Music
(Oxford, LIK: Oxford University Press,
2002), r49-5r.

34 Steams observes, "Many artists and writers
turned against the ugl iness of the
industrial setting. Romantic painters early
in the nineteenth cenhrry concentrated on
idyllic scenes of nature in part to conffast
with the blight of factory cities. Abit later,
many artists professed a with&awai from
their larger society, urging that art was for
art's sake; this was a radical altemative to
industrial materialism." The Industrial
Revolution,69.

35 See Hans-Joachim Braun, ed., Music and
Technology in the Twentieth Century
(Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkinq
University hess, 2002), 9;Barztn, Frorn
Dawn to Deca.dence; and Max Weber,
The Rational and Social Foundations of
Music, tans. and ed. D. Ma*indale, J.
Riedel, and G. Neuwirth (Carbondale,
IL: Southern Illinois Universiw Press.
19s8).

? K -'" Theodore Boehm 11794-18811 introduced
(circa 1832) mechanical means to alter
fingerings on the flute. Hyacinthe Klose
(1808-80) did the same for clarinet keys
in 1839. Invention of valves for brass
instruments began with the introduction
of the'keyed bugle around 1810. The
modern piston valve was invented by
Francois Perinet in 1838. Valves and keys
permitted wider ranges, easier fingering,
and more exact tuning. h 1810, Sebastian
Erard (1752-1855) introduced a double-
action harp with seven pedais, which
could be played in more than one or two
keys. Alolphe Sax (1814-94) introduced
a much-improved bass-ciarinet in 1834
and in 1846 obtained patents for his
family of saxophones.

37 Tim Carter and Erik Levi, "The History of
the Orchestra," in Colin Lawson, ed.,The
Cambridge Companion to the Orchestra
(Cambridge, {lK: Cambridge University
Press, 2003). Alvin Toffler suggests, *The

orchesha even mirrored certain features
of the factory in its internal structure.
At first the symphonY orchestra was
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leaderless, orthe leadership was casually
passed around among the players. Later
the players, exactly like workers in a
factory or bureaucratic office, were
divided into departrnents (instrumental
sections), each contributing to the overall
output (the music), each coordinated from
above by a manager (the conductor) even,
eventually a straw boss farther down the
management hierarchy (the first violinist
or the section head). The institution sold
its product to a mass market-eventually
adding phonograph records to its output."
The Third ll'ave (New York: Bantam
Books, 1980),351.

38 John Spitzer and NeilZaslaw, "Orchestra" in
Grove Music Online 2004, fdatabase on-
1inel, <http:i/www.grovemusic.conr/index.
htrnl>, (accessed August 8, 2005); and
Daniel J. Koury, Orchestral Performance
Practices in the Nineteenth Century: Size,
Proportions, and Seating (AnnArbor, MI:
IIMI Research Press. 198O.

39 On the introduction of new rehearsal
techniques, see Jos6 Antonio Bowen,
"The Rise of Conducting," in'Jos6' 
Anionio Bowen, ed,., The Cambrid.ge
Companion to Conducting (Cambridge,
LrI(: Cambridge University hess, 2003),
106-16.

4 tbid.; and Galkin, History of Orchestral
Conducting.

4l Still, they contended with concertmasters
and continuo players, who taditionally
had exercised power over tempi, and
those ensemble members inclined to
foliow such leaders. At first, these
composer-conductors stood, as orchestra
players stood, facing the audience as
they conducted. They generally agreed
to rotate power and leadership, allowing
concertrnasters to lead concertos and even
some easier symphonies. With the chorus
often piaced in front of the orchestra
or at its sides, these men frequently
shared duties with, and sometimes
found tlremselves at the mercy of, sub-
conductors in performances of larger,
combined orchesffal-choral works. For
fascinating accounts, see Hector Berlioz,
Grand t ra i te  d ' ins t rumenta t ion  . . .
(Paris: Schonenberger, 1843); Donna M.
DiGrazia, "Rejected Traditions: Ensemble
Placement in Nineteenth-Century Paris,"
Nineteenth Century Music 22, no. 2
(1998): 190-209; Koury, Orchestral
P e r f o r m a n c e  P r a c t i c e s ;  B o w e n ,
Cambridge Companion; Galkin, History
of Orchestral Conducting; and EIU.ott

W: Galkin, "The Theory and Ptactice.of
Orchesral Conducring Since 1752.'' (Ph.
D. diss., Comell Universify) f96I); (Ann
Arbor, MI: University Microfilms [nc.
facsimile. 19'12).403.

42 Felix Weingartner, Uber das Dirigieren
(r eipzig: Breitkop and Hiirtel, 1896).

43 Christiansen told Bergmann, thaf in Laser's
book "he found a formuiation of his own
theories on conducting." Bergmann,
Music Masteri 159.

a All three of his biographers provide accounts
ofhis childhood and all three attest to this
point.

45 Sha* observes, "Vocai music seems oddly
absent in the account of the Larvik years,
but the fact is that piano, organ, and violin
were F. Melius's chief interests." Shaw.
Sr. Olaf Choir 38.

46 Johnson, "Christian Choral Tradition,"
83-4.

47 Atmstrong, "The Christiansen Tradition in
Sacred Music," Word and World 12, no.
3 (L992): 250-5. Some commentators
take this idea one step further, to argue
that a discrete "Lutheran lineage" exerted
a strong inf luence upon American
choral singing. Paul Benson posits,
"Bringing.America the beauty of mixed a
cappeila choral singing is the undisputed
contribution to American culture of a
small band of Scandinavian-American
Lutheran col lege choirs . . .  i t  has
influenced American choral development
in every quaxter ...but one event forms
the essential starting point for all
discussions of Lutheran college chorai
music. That event was. of course. the
founding of the St. Olaf Lutheran Choir
in 1911 by F. Melius Christiansen....
He wanted to create a choir on the
pattern of the St. Thomas Boys'Choir of
Leipzig, Germany, where he had spent
several years." "A Cappella Choirs in
the Scandinavian-American Lutheran
Colleges," North American Historical
As s o c iation 32 (1989) : 221..

48 John A. Arnold, History: A Very Short
In t roduc t ion  (New York :  Oxford
University Press, 2000), 48.

49 Gr"gory J. Aune, "The Choral Methodology
and Philosophy of F. Melius Christiansen:
The Tradition Confinues," Choral Journal
37, no. 4 (November, 1996): 13.

50 Van Camp, reporting on interviews witfi
Olaf and Paul Christiansen says, "Bottr
of the sons of F. Melius felt that the most
important reason which caused him to
form the choir and to insist that the singlng
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be unaccompanied, was that he had been
impressed by the St. Thomas Choir in
Leipzig. Each son stated the belief that
his father consciously or unconsciously
was striving for a similar sound-the
sound of men and Young boYs singing
without accompaniment." "Formation
of A Cappella Choirs," 235-6. Par:l G.
Schmidt reiated, "Dr. Christiansen often
told me, as he no doubt has told others'
what a profound influence Schreck and
the singers of his choir had on him, and
how he had decided to try to bring to
America some of the choir essentials
and ideals he had absorbed during those
rehearsals." My Years at St' Olaf: With
Particular Emphasis on My Lifelong
Association with my Friend F. Melius
Christiansen and the St. OW Lutheran
Ciroir (Northfi eld, Minnesota: Frederick
A. Schmidt, n.d.) cited by Johnson,
"Christiansen Choral Tradition," 118'
A difficulty in relying soiely upon such
testimony is that it comes after the fact.
While it may constitute primary source
evidence in reiation to its own times (e.g.,
the 1950s and 1960s), its usefuiness to the
timeframe under consideration (e.g., 1897
-c.1928) may be problematic, particularly
in  the  absence o f  cor robora t ing
evidence. Schmidt also quotes in his
autobiographical account, and Johnson
follows suit in his dissenation, a review
of the St. Oiaf Choir's performance
in Leipzig on its 1930 European tour
written by Wilheim Jung of the Leipzig
Consewatory faculty. "The visit of this
famous American choir, whose origin
and organization in many ways forrns a
parallel to our Thomanerchor .. . Melius
Christiansen, was at one time a student of
the lripzig Conservatory and the personal
scholar of the late Thomas Cantor Gustav
Schreck. The personnel of the choir
(thirty-two women, twenty-eight men)
and its inner organization show several
resemblances between the two choirs."
See Schmidt, "My Years at St. Olaf," 129
i30, as cited in Johnson, "Christiansen
Choral Tradition,'' 6. Johnson contends
this review "reveais the relationship of
the St. OIaf Choir and the Thomanerchor"
(Ibid., 5). However, while this concert
review provides one contemperaneous
impression of the choir's performance,
complimenting the American choir by
associating it with the most well known
of the reviewer's hometown choirs, and
granting the Leipzig choir some role in

this successful performance, its suggested
comparisons fail to demonstrate cause
and effect, as Schmidt and Johnson wish
to argue. In fact, as the review continues,
it notes the St. Oiaf Choir's "instrumental
tone" as a "marvelous choral hstrument
... played with dazzljngvirtuosiry" $bid.,
5). As we will suggest in this monograph,
those themes, butFessed by Christiansen's
own testimony, may Provide more
substantive clues to the sound of the St'
Olaf Choir under F. Meiius Christiansen.

51 In ,a November 1904 article pubiished
in Norwegian in the Lutheraneren,
Christiansen stated, "But a large number
of the best choral numbers escaped us
because of our own poverty-take for
example the motets of Bach, and those
of the other cantors, which have been
written for the Thomas Choir at the
Thomas Church in Leipzig." While there
may be an indirect reference to Schreck
("other cantors"), this commentary
is offered in the context of suitable
compositions, not approaches to choral
sound or rehearsal and conducting styie.
F. Melius Christiansen, "Kirkemusik,"
Lutheraneren 10, no. 46 (November
23, 1904l:745; nansiated and cited in
lfohnson, "Cbristiansen Choral Tradition,"
183.

52 Shu*, St. olaf Choir 53.
53 B"rgmann, Music Master,75.
54Ibid.,  25.
55 John.on, "Christiansen Choral Tradition,"

85 .
56 Photocopies of Christ iansen's course

schedules at the .Leipzig Conservatory
are included as appendices in Johnson,
'lChristiansen Choral Tradition," 521-2.

57 Schreck was a composer and arranger of
,choral music. Christiansen programmed
one of Schreck's compositions neariy
every year from 1921 through 1944.
They included O How ShaU I Receive
Thee (Motet for Advent), Hosanna,
Whence Then Cometh Wisdom, and The
Twenty-Third P salm. Bergmaltn, Music
Masten 22A-27.

58 Christiansen served from 1908 to 1912 on
the editorial committee for the Lutheran
Hymnary. Bergmann, Music Masten 107.

se Ibid.,  115.
60 "sr. olaf choir, 53," Shaw's emphasis

likely expands upon a demarcation of
Christiansen's two Leipzig residencies
first suggested in Johnson's dissertation.
Shaw aiso includes this comment
from Oscar R. Overby's memorial to

Christiansen stating, "Schreck's influence
helped matedally in formulating his
philosophy and musical style." Oscar R'
Overby, "Salute to a Giant," Lutheran
Herall 35 (April i0, 1951): 359, cited
fil St. OW Choir, 53. OverbY was a St.
Oiaf Coltege colleague of Christiansen.
Christiansen set a number of Overby's
texts to music, ancl Gertrude Boe Overby'
wife of Oscar, sang with the St. Olaf
Choir as a student and featured soloist.
Overbyrs intent in emphasizing Schreck's
influence upon Christiansen's phiiosophy
is ciear. lrss clear is the matter of "music
style," which could be read in the likeiy
sense as "compositionai style," but also,
perhaps, in some broader sense of "all
things musicai."

61 As early as 1904, Christiansen advocated
improved church music in articies for
church publications. Shaw, St OIaf
Choir 102, and Johnson, "Christiansen
Choral Tradition," 183. Christiansen also
resumed duties as choir director at the St.
John's Lutheran Church in Northfield, a
position he,had undertaken in 1905, just
a year prior to departing once more to
I-eipzig.'Christiansen also iater served as
director of massed choirs in his leadership
position with the Choral Union of the
United Norwegian Lutheran Church
(1911-17) and the Norwegian Lutheran
Church of .-{merica (1920-19 46).

62 Such omisdion may refldct a dependence on
the framework of absoiute music as found
in Laserls book:and a comparativeiy low
artistic status afforded choir directors at
the dawn of"the twentieth century.

63 Elsewhere'Christiansen wrote: "I have often
been asked if there is any difference
between conducting an orchestra and a
choir. My answer is no." See F. Melius
Christiansen,'iConducting," Lutheran
Church Herald 14, no. 31 (August 5,
1930): 1085.

& Christi*r"n . Anitude.3.
6s rbid., 12.
66 See Isaiah B erltn, Thc Roots of Romanticism,

ed. Henry Hardy @inceton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2001); Jacques Barzun,
Romanticism and the Modern Ego
(Boston: Little and Brown, 1945); and
Raymond Williams, Culture and Society,
1780-1950 (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1958).

67 Fot * interesting discussion of the invention
of the concept of autonomous art as a
function of modernizing society, see
Jonathan M. Hess, Reconstituting the Body
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Politic: Enlightenment, Public Culture,
and the Invention of Aesthetic Autonomy
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press,
1999); and Martha Woodmansee, The
Authon Art, and the Market: Rereading
the History of Aesthetics (New York:
Columbia Press, 1994). Isaiah Berlin,
in Roots of Romanticism, depicts the
Romantic Age as shifting from one foot
to another between two comperirg ways
of knowing, one scienffic and the other
artistic.

68 W. G. McNaught, "Choral Technique" in
hoceedings of the Musical Association,
41st session (1914-15): 37 -54, p, 45.

69 Christiansen. Atinde. 3.
70 tbid..2.
" Ibid..4.
'' rbid.,4.
73 Christiun, Choir Directors Guide, 10,
7a F. Melius Christ iansen, "The Music

Committee," Lutheran Church Herald
i3, no. 19 (May 7, t929):661. Bergmann
referenced an incident illustrating that, in
Christiansen's view, all musical matters
must be under the sole authority of the
music director and that not even the pastor
should tump such authority: "One day
when Pastor Gjertsen asked Christiansen
if the ehorus could sing at some special
meet ing ,  fo r  unexp la ined reasons
Chrisfiansen refused. Without notifying
the director, and cedainly without taking
heed for: the morrow, Gjertsen called
each member of the chorus and informed
him that the group was to sing at the
function in question. When the news
reached Christiansen the next day, he
went immediately to Gjertsen and in irate
fashion flatly refused to let the chorus
sing, exclaiming in his hotheaded way,
'You are not the only one who has bone in
his nosel"' Music Master,62-63.

75 Frederick W. Tayior, The Principles of
Scientific Management (New York:
Harper Brothers, 19 1 1).

76 Interestingly, Ctristiansen had maintained
eariier (1916), "Ihe piano or organ should
be used as little as possible during the
rehearsal, as that will make the singer
dependent upon the accompaniment."
School of Choir Singing, 64. He also
suggested that for younger choirs the
break should be spent in studying music
theory. Ibid., 63.

77 Ch.isti*r"tt . Axinde. 10.
78 For discussion of Christiansen on the subject

of "Taste and Factors Influencing lvlusic
Seiection," see Johnson, "Christiansen
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Chorai Tradition," 17 9 -89.
79 Fo, u discussion of the "work" concept, see

Christopher Small, Music king (Hanover,
NH: University Press of New England,
1998), 3.

80 Christianr"n instructs choir directors to avoid
l'cheap anthems that are 'made'for quick
sale," in5i51ing that, "cheap music has
the tendency to tear down and pollute
taste." He argues that, "music counters all
over are heaped with stuff that is simply
'manufactured' for commercial prrrposes,"
and relates that the compilers of the
Choir Directors Guide, "went through
two thousand anthems at one time and
found only about fifty that had any special
character, and'less than halt a dozen that
were real gems." School of Choir Singing;
63

81 Christiansen. Attitude. L}-Ll.
82 In this regard, HaroldA. Decker commented

many years later, "We live in an age of
materialism ... mass communication
brings "commercial" music into every
home, but all too rarely does it provide
genuine aesthetic experience. This'is a' 
nevi:r ending'problem for the practical
choral musician, who must educate as
well as entertain." Decker and Herford,
Choral Conducting: A Symposium, 3.
Christiansen owed much of his influence
,o ltis utilization of a burgeoning music
industry, which, in the early years of
the fwentieth century, offered increased
access to sheet music. See Mark and Gary,
History of Music Education, 1,65-205.
Christiansen maintained a iong-standing
relationship with Augsburg Publishing
House, and published extensively with
the Neil A. Kjos Music Company, then
in Chicago. Kjos, a gmduate of St. Olaf,
later furnished music for and managed
the CMstiansen Choir Schools. Kjos'
daughter, Ellen, married Christiansen's
eldest son, Olaf. Shaw, St. Olaf Choia
zJ+-

83 Christiansen has. written five other negative
sentences: "Do not work on the same
song too long." Christiansen, Attitude, S;
"Do not talk about expression ..." Ibid.,
8; "No, nationaiity has nbthing to do with
it." Ibid., 11; "You cannot fool the public
very long with mannerisms ..." Ibid.,6;
and "Do not be an imitator." Ibid., 3. In
addition, he has written four phrases in
the negative: "Do not taik too much..."
Ibid., 8; "Do not use any interpretation
that you cannot .. . " Ibid., 3; "Von Biilow
was not less of a Waenerian student..."

Ibid., 5; and'"The composer is not able to
write down..." Ibid., 2.

8a Ibia., 12. Father William J. Finn (18g1-
1961) actually lists a number of simiiar
perspectives: "'the chorus is not a
symphony orchestra, ' 'sopranos are
not reasonably to be paralleled with
flutes, oboes, strings and homs,' 'such

similitudes are profitless. "' But he labelS
them as needless impediments to a "new
viewpoint," which he calls "objective
chorophony." "Therefore we should
not be chagrined at the reluctance of
choirmasters to accept what is to them a
new viewpoint-at its initial presentation.
With persevering study of all the objective
elements of chorophony, the majori.ty
will inevitably adopt the color-scheme
as a fundamentai dogma of chorai
musicianship, and address themselves
to the technical processes by which it is
developed." William J. Finn, The Art of
the Choral Conductor, Vol. I (Evanston,
IL: Summy-Birchard Company, 1939),
r t1.

85 Christiansen, Atinde, 12. Other a cappeila
choir directors of this era also referred
to orchestrai strings in explanations of
their phiiosophies and techniques. In
I923,Peter C. Lukin, whose founding of
the Northwestem University A Cappella
Choir predates the beginning of the
St. Olaf a cappella tradition, likened
unaccompanied singing to a string
quartet, explaining, "it deals essentially
with fineness of feeling and delicacy
of nuance." "The Vaiues of A Cappella
Singrng," Papers and Proceedings ofthe
Music Teachers National Association,
1923 (Hartford. Connecticut: Music
Teachers National Association, 1924),
58. At the 1928 Music Supervisor's
National Conference meeting, the Flint,
Michigan High School A Cappella Choir
under the direction of Jacob Evanson
gave an impressive and well-remembered
performance. Christiansen's son in iaw,
Neil A. Kjos, reported ttrat Evanson
"spoke of experimenting with the choral
sound, trying to make the choir 'sound

Iike violins."'James A. Keene, A History
of Music Education in the United States
(Hanover, New Hampshire: University
Press of New Engiand, t982),324-25.
Kjos, a $aduate of St. Olaf CoUege, and
OIaf Christiansen taught music briefly
at Fhnt High Sbhool beginning in L926.
Peter Dykema and Karl Gerhkens said of
unaccompanied singing in high schools:
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"It is measured by standards of perfection
so subtle that no words can express them.
And it evokes a rich, warm, throbbing
glow in the heart sirch as is stimulated
by no other earthly expenence-except
piaying in a string quartet." The Teaching
and Administration of High School Music
(Evanston, IL: Surnmy-Birchard' 1941)'
107. As eariy as 1916, Christiansen had
explained vocal resonance in this manner:
"When a violin string is stretched over a
solid piece of wood and made to vibrate
it sounds weak, but when this string is
sfetched over a hollow box like a violin]
the [t]one is re-forced. This principle
holds good also in singing." School of
Choir Singing,59.

86 Father William J. Finn (1881-1961), a
contemporary of Christiansen, explicated
his techniques of "chorophony" on the
basis of l'a primary concept of choral
possibilities and purposes. This concept
is that the structure of a standard chorus
is analagous [sic] to that of a symphony
orchestra." The Art of the Choral
Conductor, Vol. I (Evanston, IL: Summy-
Birchard Company, 1939), I34.

87 Frangois-Joseph F6tis, Traitd du chant en
choeur r4digd pour I'usage des directeurs
d'dcoles de musique (Brussels, Beigium:
Nacher, 1837),4.

88 Christiunr"n, "Ensemble Singing," 122.
8e Shaw, St. Olaf Choir, 308, 139, 180,
{ Chtistians"n, Attitude, 12.
el turo., tz.
92 Eduard Hansiick, On the Musically BeautifuI,

trans. G. Paysant (Indianapoiis, Indiana:
Hacketr, 1986),9-10.

93 This quest may aiso contribute conceptualiy
to the modern custom of concert a
cappella singing. In this country, the
Musical Arts Society of New York was
an early leader. It was founded in 1894
under the ieadership of Frank Damrosch
"for the express purpose of bringing
to artistic performance the immense
treasury of ancient and modern a cappella
music." Simiiar efforts were launched
soon thereafter in Boston, Cincinnati,
and Chicago. Peter C. Lutkin, "The
Larger Choral Groups and Preeminent
Choral Leaders Since 1876," Volume
of Proceedings of the Music Teachers
National Association, 1928 (Harfford, CT:
MTNA,1929),98.

94 Christiansen states, "The beauty and
power of singing must always iie in the
concrete thoughts of the texts and the
expression of these thoughts in tones."
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Atritude, 12. Perhaps his most explicit
formulation of this principle occurs in
another, article written close to the time
of this manuscripl "Singing is a union of
language and tone, of poefty and melody.
Instrumental music, standing alone, is an
art in itself. So, also is poetry an an in
itself. When these two arts are combined
in song, both will iose something of their
own inherent purity, and it becomes an
art to manage these two values so as to
preserve the essential beauties of both.
It is possible to make this combination
beautiful." "The Language in Singing,"
Lutheran Church Herald 13, no. 6
(February 5,7929): 199.

95 See Aaron Ridley, The Philosophy of Music
(Edinburgh, UK: Edinburgh University
Press, 2004), particularly his discussion
of "Text and Music," 83-91.

96 Cbristiansen, Attitude, 9.
97 B"rgmunn, MusicMaster, 188-9.
98 Christianr"n , Attitude, g-10.
99 Christiansen defines his tbrrns and sketches

his acoustical agenda as early as 1916:
"The timbre or tone-color of the voice
andpurity of intonation are two important
elements of biending quality. The form of
the cavity of the mouth gives each note its
special tone-color . .. when an absolutely
pure octave is sung by two voices the
sound waves wili come together at every
other vibration. . .. Purify of intonation will
depend on the sound waves ioincidirtg
at regular intervals in the vibrations
... the choir singer should feel for that
harmonious bell-like quality produced
when the tones come into absolutely pure
intonation.... One of the most difficult
things to deal with is the hemolo voice . ..
but constant practice in keeping the tone
steady in a soft or medium voice will, in
time. do away with the fault." School of
Choir Singing,62.

1@ Cbristiaor"n, Attitude, 12.
1oi rbid.,  12-13.
102 91io Downes, "The St. Olaf Choi," The

New York Times (February 9, L927),
17. Interestingiy, in the latter twentieth
cenflrry, F. Melius Christiansen's younger
son, Paul, heritor of the Christiansen
nadition, is quoted as saying "I'm so
anxious for a beautiful tone. That has
been my ideai for the choir - to maintain
the level of sound that a major symphony
gets. The ideal has women's voices
serving as woodwind instruments and
men as brass." "In Memoriam: Paul J.
Christiansen. July 12, 1914 - December

5, L99'/  ."  Choral Journal 38, no. 7
(February 1998):6.

103 Rioh*d I. Kegerreis and others assume
this undated pamphiet was pubiished
sometime between 1935 and 1938,
though reasons for that assumption
arc not specifled. History of the High
School A Cappella Cftoir (Ph.D. diss.,
The Universiry of Michigan, 1964). Such
concerns continued to be expressed by
voice teachers. See Choral Singing and
the Responsibility of the Choral Directon
American Academy of Teachers of
Singing, 1964. To date, we have found
only nvo instances of Christiansen himself
using the term "straight" in referehce to
voices: "We must have shaight voices,
not the dull untrained kind-although
that is far more preferable than the trained
wobbler-but the staight voice with
developed color." "Ensemble Singing,"
123. Aiso, "Al1 voices trained to sing
straight tones." Letter to Lars W. Boe,
President of St Olaf College, L92'7 . Cited
in Bergmann, Music Master, 153.

104 Commentaries that point simply to the
Thomanerchor fail to explore where
Gustav Schreck acquired his choral
methods and performance ideas. As
Leonard van Camp suggested, Bach's
choir neither performed motets largely
without inslrumental accompaniment
nor gave performances of sacred music

. ,in concert settings. "Such practices
were introduced ,during the Industrial
Revolut ion. "The Formation of A
Cappella Choirs," 236,note 43; J. Bunker
Ciark, "The A Cappella Mythl" Choral
Journal 9, no. 4 (January-February,
1969),29-3r.

105 Francis Boardman, "St. olaf Choir 's
Triumphs are Explained by Dr. F. Melius
Christiansen," The Saint Paul Pioneer
Press, July 5, L9?5,3, cited in Van Camp,
"Formation of A Cappelia Choirs,"
227-38. In the same year, John Finiey
Williamson (1887-1964), founder of
the Wesnninster Choir School, stated,
"We must not forget that a choir is not
a group of singers. It is an instrument.
Its effects are instrumental." John Finley
Williamson, "Choir Organization and
Training," address to the Music Teachers
National Association, 1925. Reprinted by
Joseph G. Beck, ed., Selected Writings of
John Finley Williamson (Bloomington,
IN: AuthorHouse, 2004), 8.

106 Christiansen, Attitude, T .
107 Jacques Barzm, From Dawn to Decad.ence,
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545.
108 Christiansen, "Ensemble Singqng," 1"22.
rle p,i6..122.
110 Ibid.. 122.
111 g6irri*r"n stated, "The vibrato voices are

the greatest menaces we have to contend
with in our choir work. The sirrger cannot
make a tremolo like a vioiin player by
very fast repetitions of the same note with
a bow unless he tries to imitate a bleating
goat.... I have nothing against a vibrant.
oscillating tone which may be very
expressive of beauty, but singers overdo
it. They have a much larger tone than
the violin and when their voices wobble,
flutter, and hover around the note, it is
sometimes impossible to even distinguish
the intended pitch." Ibid., 123.

112 rbid. rzz.
113 Christiansen, Aninde, 12.
lra rbid., Lz-t3.
115 ;u6.in, "The Values of A Cappeila Singg,"

) 6 .
116 F om 1863-77, four editions of Die Lehre

von den Tonempfindungen by Hermann
Helmholtz (L821-94) appeared in
German. Helmholtz continued to publish-
his investigations, including those with
choirs, until shortly before his, death. The
second Engiish translation of Helmholtz'
book in t885, The Sensations of Tone
as Physiological Foundation for the
Theory of Music, by Alexander Ellis,
contained numerous appendices and notes
that incorporated results of Heimholtz'
investigations. Helmholtz treated the
human voice as any other musicai
instument, and his explanations of the
effects of language, especiaily vowels,
did much to further certain scientific
understandings of the voice during the
Industrial Age.

117 Christiansen devoted one essay to an
informed overview of unsettled frequency/
pitch standards of the time. "Pitch
Variations," Lutheran Church Herald,
(November 5, 1929): 1584. As eariy as
1916, Christiansen intimated in scientific
terms that a singer phonates differently
in a chora.t setting than in a solo setting.
School of Choir Singing, 59.

118 Christiansen, Choir Directors Guide, 1':,-8.
119 Chtisti*s"n, Attitude, 13.
120 gn these matters, see Sten Ternstrom's

semjnal dissertation, "Acoustic Aspects
of Choir Singing" (Ph.D. diss., Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockhoh, 1989);
and Sten Ternstrom, "Choir Acoustics:
An Overview of Scientific Research

Julv 2006 . CHORALJOURNAL

Pubhshed to Date," International Journal
of Research in Choral Singing 1, no. 1
Q003\:3-12.

i21 Soro" perspectives on solo voice technique
and pedagogy, of course, changed in
rcsponse to the demands of singing with
larger orchestras in larger concert halls.
Generally. prior to Rossini. singers were
taught to raise the 1arynx, rather than
lowering it to achieve a longer vocal tract
and formant resonance. On this point, see
Richard Wistreich, "Reconstructing Pre
Romantic Singng Techniques," in John
Potter, ed., The Cambridge Companion
to Singing (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 178-91.

122 According to Ingo Titze, difference in vocal
fold iengths yields pitch differences of
only about eight half steps and vocal
tract lengths differ across genders by an
average of only ten to fweffy Percent.
Even with the use of other adjustments,
such as lip rounding and larynx lowering,
capacity for pronounced resonance

' differences among groups of adult male
and female voices remain comparatively

" circumscrlbe.d. Principles of Voice
Production, Second Edition (Iowa City,
IA: Nationai Center for Voice and Speech,
2000), 203-05.

123 The closest that an SAIB grouping of adult
male and female voices could come
to achieving timbral ensemble effects
simiiar to a string orchestra ivouid be if
that ensemble were playing either without
violins or double basses. Titze, Principles
of Voice Production, 203-05.

124 Bergmantt, Music Master 186.
1 a <  - .tzJ Christiansen. School of Choir Singing, 59,

64.
126 Boardman, cited in Van Camp, "Formation

of A Cappella Choirs," 227-38.
127 Howard Swan, "The Development of

the Choral Instrument," in Decker
and Herford, Choral Conducting: A
Symposium,4-55.

128 pot u discussion of expanded transcription,
see Michael E. Stevens and Steven B.
Berg, Editing Historical Documents, A
Handbook of Pracrtce (Walnut Creek,
CA: AIta Mira Press, 1997), l2L-I55.

129 11uor von Biilow (1830-94), German
conductor, pianist, and composer, was
influenced personally and professionally,
by Franz Liszt (1811-86) and Richard
Wagner (1813-83). He studied with
both men and married Liszt's daughter,
Cosima, who later left him for Wagner.
Following appointments in Munich and

Hanover, von Biilow conducted:the Berlin..
Philharrnonic subscription concert series,
beginning in 1887.

I30 p*;nt his first period of studies in Leipzig
from 1897 to 1899, Christiansen.attendbd
concefts of the Gewandhaus Orchestra
under the direction of Arthur Nikish
(1855-1922), a disciple of Wagner,.
who also served as musical director and
conducting teacher at the conservatory.
Shaw, Sr. OIaf Choir 53; and Johnson,
"Christiansen Chorai Tradition," 1 18-19.
From 1889 to 1893, Nikish was conductor
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. The
orchestra, under his direction, piayed a
well-received concert in May of 1890
while in Minneapolis on tour. Bergmaon,
Music Master 55.

131 Austro-Hungarian conductor Anton Seidl
(1850-98), studied at Leipzig andbecame
conductor of the Leipzig Opera in 1879,
succeeded Walter Damrosch as conductor
of the Metropolitan Opera in 1885, and in
1 891 was appointed conductor of the New
York Philharmonic Society. A Wagner
disciple, Seidl conducted the premiere of
Anton Dvor6k's New World Symphony in
Carnegie Hall in i893.

132 Beginning of page fivo.
133 y61s Christiansen's precise meaning in

referring to "objectivei' and "subjective"
music is not entirely clear, it may reflect
debates tien current in both philosophical
and musicological circles about the nature
of the fine arts in general, and "works" of
art in particular. In his third critqte, The
Critique of Judgment, Immanuel Kant
explicated a separation of the knowing
subject from the object of knowiedge.
This distinction between objective and
subjective proved usefui in advancing
a ciaim of "disinterestedness," which
was pivotal to an idealistic, aesthetic
framework that centered on cognitive,
rational operations as they applied to
works of art. The Critique of Judgment,
trans. James Creed (Oxford, UK:
Clarendon hess, 1952). Theologians and
church musicians in discussing religious
music, particularly hyrnns, during the first
three decades of the twentieth cennrry,
used a similar distinction. In general,
hymns and chorales were viewed as more
objective, that is, focusing on a sense
object, usually ttre Deity, while gospei
songs, by contrast, were often viewed
as focused on one's own subjective
feeling for it's own sake. Later in this
manuscript. for instance, Christiansen
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comments that, "The best anthems are
bbjective in sfyle, strong and uplifting,"
while disparaging "sentimental songs
. . .  coup led  w i th  a  commonplace
meiody (where) the subject is self-pity."
Christiansen, Attitude,10. In the present
context. however. Christiansen is more
interested in advancing the necessity
of subjectivity in the person and work
of the conductor, whether or not such a
qualiry adheres to the scored composition.
In "Relation of the Conductor to the
Composer," 1232, Christiansen asserts
that only "those conducto$ who lack the
real artistic quality and a thorough musicai
education" pass up an opportunity to
make "use of the composition as a vehicle
by and through which he expresses his
own personal feelings. "

I3a Begiruring of page three.
135 Beginning ofpage four.
136 B"grttoittg of page five. [About being true

to himself.l
137 Christiansen reversed the first and middle

names of Sir Charles \4lliers Stanford
(1852-1.924), as did Laser in Der
Moderne Dirigent, 11. Christj.ansen
did likewise in another account of this
anecdote in a published I-utheran Church
Herald article, "Relation of the Conductor
to the Composer," L256.

138 Beginning ofpage six.
139 16" notion of musical ability as a talent or

trait unevenly distributed among human
beings was widespread in the latter
nineteenth and eariy twentieth centwies.
Christiansen and Laser seek to apply this
belief to conducting. Laser is adamant:
"Ohne Talent geht es natiirlich nicht....
Hast du diese Gabe Gottes in dir, so
kannst du dirigieren, und hast du sie nicht,
so kannst du sie auch nicht erlemen. Die
Besitzenden dieser Gabe Gottes sind die
Dirigenten, die andern sind Taktschliiger."
["Nothing, of course, happens without
talent.... If you have this gift of God
in you, you can conduct; if you do not
have it, you cannot acquire it. Those who
possess this divine gift are conductors,
the rest are simply time-beaters"] Der
moderne Dirig ent, 34 - 5.

140 [About study of composition, breathing
marks, etc.l [The rehearsa]l

141 Christiansen recommends that a choir
director use a baton because there is "a
great dea.l more precision and command
about the director who knows how to
use a baton compared to the one who
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gesticulates aimlessiy and effeminately
with hands and f ingers." Perhaps
Cbristiansen's gender specific language
is an indication of his need to invest the
conductor with authority, which in his
view is strictly a male prerogative. Choir
Directors Guide, 14. As Jose' Antonio

'Bowen comments, "While the baton has
no musical properties, it has long been a
symbol of poweg" comparable,to aroyal
scepter. The Camf;ridge Companion to
.Conducting (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003), 94-5.

ra2,l12 m,)
143 Eeginning of page seven. This sentiment

found its way into successive generations
of conducting pedagogy materials. Laser,
writing in 1903, puts it this way: "Die
schwiichste Seite dermeisten Orchester ist
der Dirigent!" [The weakest point of any
orchestra is the conductor!] Der moderne
Dirigent,57. Christiansen quotes Laser on
this point in "Relation of the Conductor
to the Composer," 1232. He uses the
adage "a stream rises no higher than its
source" in Choir Directors Guide. 7'. and
in another essay phrases it, "A choir is
as good as its master." "The Necessity
of Concentration in Choir Singing,"
Lutheran Church Herald 74. no. 44
(I,lovember4, 1930): 1548, 1552. Donald
M. Neuen, wrote, "The conductor is the
only limitation to the ensemble." Choral
Concepts (Belmont, CA: .Schirmer

' Thomas Learning, 2002),20. Seen in
the context of a need to establish the
legitimacy of the conductor's role, as was
the case from the mid-nineteenth century
through the early twentieth century, such
sentiment may have been a double-edged
sword-it cloaked in the guise of humiiiry
the presupposed necessity of both a
powerful conductor and a dependent
ensemble.

1a Beginning ofpage eight.
145 Christiansen apparently drilled parts with the

keyboard before allowing compositions to
be sung unaccompanied. According to his
son Olaf, "Every note was pounded out
on the piano in sectional rehearsal. He
said that if they could sing as well in tune
as the piano he'd be happy." Interview
with Oiaf C. Christiansen reported in
van Camp, "Formation of A Cappella
Choirs," 23.

146 Beginning of page nine. fsymphonic choir
imitationl fGood music].

147 Beginning of page ten. [Humming]

148 Beginning of page eleven. As for good
music, Christiansen apparently believes
his own arrangements to be representative,
evident in the inclusion of thirty-one of
his octavos in the first eight volumes of
the St. Olaf Choir Series. Choir Directors
Guide,Zl-3Z. Ilere we see an answer
to,Christiansen's rhetorical question,
"what 'then is a good song?" His use of
descriptive adjectives (strong, dramatic,
cheerful, inspiring, emotional, moral,
aoble,.and objective) in the annotations
for,these choral works iliustrates his
endorsement of the intimate,relationship
between words and emotions. However,
his ,attempts to reconcile the subjective
character of words and the objective
nature .of the music w.ere apparently
abandoned later in his career. [National].

149 H"r", we have chosen a wor.d that
Christiansen had marked out ("sell"),
in piace,of the words that he chose ("go
, . . iDrg" l.

150 n"gtning of page twelve.
'" ' [Hummmgl
rsz lLlb,m.)
153 Beginning of page thirteen. fProgram]
154 Inciuded on the last page of Christiansen's

manuscript, is a list of twelve topics,
written:in pen. Because it was inserted
in the manuscript'following the sentence
"the qubject 'of program making is also
very important," Christiansen might have

- planned,to write .more about each item.
Here Christiansen iisted the following
items ir pen, [23 % m.] [Piano] [Voice
culturel fDiction in English, Latin, (and)
other languagesl [History of music]
fMusical analysis] [Physics of sound]
fkactical directing] [Program making]
[Theory of music] [Poetry] [Composition]
[Styles of composition] Christiansen
wrote the foliowing at the bottom of the
page in,pencil. fAnalysis comes before
rehearsall.

155 5"" Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorpbration
of America: Culture and Society in
the Gilded Age (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1982), 4-7; and Oliver Zlnz,
Making America Corporate, I 870 - I 920
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1990); cited in Steven Watts, The People's
Tycoon: Henry Ford and the American
Century (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
200s).
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